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ABSTRACT

Wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks are rapidly becoming the technology of choice in network infrastructure and next-generation Internet architectures. WDM networks have the potential to provide unprecedented bandwidth, reduce processing cost, achieve protocol transparency, and enable efficient failure handling. This dissertation addresses the important issues of improving the performance and enhancing the reliability of WDM networks as well as modeling and evaluating the performance of these networks.

Optical wavelength conversion is one of the emerging WDM enabling technologies that can significantly improve bandwidth utilization in optical networks. A new approach for the sparse placement of full wavelength converters based on the concept of the k-Dominating Set (k-DS) of a graph is presented. The k-DS approach is also extended to the case of limited conversion capability using three scalable and cost-effective switch designs: flexible node-sharing, strict node-sharing and static mapping. Compared to full search algorithms previously proposed in the literature, the K-DS approach has better blocking performance, has better time complexity and avoids the local minimum problem. The performance benefit of the K-DS approach is demonstrated by extensive simulation.

Fiber delay line (FDL) is another emerging WDM technology that can be used to obtain limited optical buffering capability. A placement algorithm, k-WDS, for the sparse placement of FDLs at a set of selected nodes in Optical Burst Switching (OBS) networks is proposed. The algorithm can handle both uniform and non-uniform traffic patterns. Extensive performance tests have
shown that k-WDS provides more efficient placement of optical fiber delay lines than the well-known approach of placing the resources at nodes with the highest experienced burst loss. Performance results that compare the benefit of using FDLs versus using optical wavelength converters (OWCs) are presented. A new algorithm, A-WDS, for the placement of an arbitrary numbers of FDLs and OWCs is introduced and is evaluated under different non-uniform traffic loads. This dissertation also introduces a new cost-effective optical switch design using FDL and a QoS-enhanced JET (just enough time) protocol suitable for optical burst switched WDM networks. The enhanced JET protocol allows classes of traffic to benefit from FDLs and OWCs while minimizing the end-to-end delay for high priority bursts.

Performance evaluation models of WDM networks represent an important research area that has received increased attention. A new analytical model that captures link dependencies in all-optical WDM networks under uniform traffic is presented. The model enables the estimation of connection blocking probabilities more accurately than previously possible. The basic formula of the dependency between two links in this model reflects their degree of adjacency, the degree of connectivity of the nodes composing them and their carried traffic. The usefulness of the model is illustrated by applying it to the sparse wavelength converters placement problem in WDM networks. A lightpath containing converters is divided into smaller sub-paths such that each sub-path is a wavelength continuous path and the nodes shared between these sub-paths are full wavelength conversion capable. The blocking probability of the entire path is obtained by computing the blocking probabilities of the individual sub-paths. The analytical-based sparse placement algorithm is validated by comparing it with its simulation-based counterpart using a number of network topologies.
Rapid recovery from failure and high levels of reliability are extremely important in WDM networks. A new Fault Tolerant Path Protection scheme, FTPP, for WDM mesh networks based on the alarming state of network nodes and links is introduced. The results of extensive simulation tests show that FTPP outperforms known path protection schemes in terms of loss of service ratio and network throughput. The simulation tests used a wide range of values for the load intensity, the failure arrival rate and the failure holding time. The FTPP scheme is next extended to the differentiated services model and its connection blocking performance is evaluated. Finally, a QoS-enhanced FTPP (QEFTPP) routing and path protection scheme in WDM networks is presented. QEFTPP uses preemption to minimize the connection blocking percentage for high priority traffic. Extensive simulation results have shown that QEFTPP achieves a clear QoS differentiation among the traffic classes and provides a good overall network performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In an optical network, the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) of incoming connection requests should be efficient, scalable, fast and fault tolerant. When a connection request is initiated at the source node, the RWA protocol should set up a light-path to the destination node by finding a path between the source and destination nodes and using the same wavelength in each link traversed by the connection.

This restriction is referred to in the literature as the wavelength continuity constraint. The advantage of this constraint is the fact that no wavelength conversion is required at any intermediate node. If there is no path from the source to destination with the same wavelength available in every link of the path, the call is blocked.

There are techniques for static routing where the connections are known in advance and stay for an infinite period of time in the network. The problem is usually to find the optimal number of wavelengths needed to serve all the connections. A review of approaches for solving the static light path establishment problem is given in [ZJM00].

We focus on dynamic routing which deals with sequences of connection requests that arrive to the optical network in a random fashion. After the path is established to serve the incoming connection, the network resources are used for a finite amount of time. We also adopt the forward reservation for light path establishment and apply the random wavelength assignment since it is widely used in the literature and is more amenable to analytical modeling.
In this dissertation, we investigate four important issues that affect the performance and the reliability of wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks as well as our ability to model and evaluate the performance of these networks. Below, we introduce each of these four issues, survey the related previous results and motivate the new approach that we adopted for each issue.

1.1 Placement of wavelength converters in optical networks

The performance of a Wavelength Routed Optical Network (WRON) is directly dependent on the capability of its Optical Cross-Connects (OXC) to allow wavelength conversion. A wavelength converter can transfer an optical signal on one wavelength at an input port to another wavelength at an output port. Not only has the cost of these devices and OXC complexity made it expensive to have full wavelength conversion capability at every node, but also wavelength conversion does not always minimize the network’s connection blocking. For instance, with a fully connected network, any connection request requires a 1-hop path from source to destination. Wavelength converters are not needed at all to improve the blocking percentage of such dense network. Wavelength conversion must therefore be used judiciously and should be placed in nodes that maximize the overall network performance taking into consideration the network topology and the traffic flowing through its nodes.

The placement of wavelength converters in All-optical WDM networks has been an active research topic in the recent years. This is due to the fact that the optimal placement of converters
in WRON of a general topology is NP-hard [RKR72, CLY94]. Most known algorithms apply to special topologies or are based on placement heuristics.

The author in [ABR96] showed analytically that having all nodes capable of full wavelength conversion improves the blocking probability. Also, when no wavelength conversion is available in the network (wavelength continuity constraint), the blocking probabilities grow faster with the number of hops. For realistic networks with large number of wavelengths and high number of hops (diameter), the analytical model’s time complexity of order $O(W^{(H+1)})$ represents a challenge; where $W$ is the number of wavelengths per link and $H$ is the number of hops.

In [SAS96], the authors assumed that each node is capable of full wavelength conversion with a probability $q$ independently of the other nodes ($q$ is the conversion density of the network). A 3-D Markov model is introduced to take into account the correlation of wavelength usage between adjacent links. On three network topologies (ring, mesh-torus, hypercube), the study shows that uniformly placing wavelength converters is more efficient than randomly placing them. The uniform placement technique works well for topologies with low connectivity such as rings but is not applicable for general topologies.

The study in [VRK98] showed via simulation that wavelength conversion at nodes with high nodal degree is cost effective compared to having all nodes capable of full conversion. For dynamic light path establishment, an auxiliary graph with $M$ nodes is constructed based on the physical topology of the network. $M$ is the product of $N$, the number of nodes in the network and $W$, the number of wavelengths. The arcs are labeled with channel costs and conversion costs.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied for each connection request. The used arcs are removed to reflect the wavelength usage in the network requiring $O(M)$ time complexity. The algorithm complexity is $O(C \cdot N^4 \cdot W^2)$, where $C$ is the total number of connections requests received during the simulation.

The authors in [JIM99] explored optical switch designs with limited number of wavelength converter units at each node. We will refer to this design as the limited wavelength conversion with shared-nodal switch design using tunable optical multiplexers. A converter bank is used in an optical router to provide per-demand conversion shared among the outbound links of this node [KLM93, KLJ93, CCB96]. The router can contain share-per-node wavelength converter units, or share-per-link wavelength converter units that are shared by the incoming circuits. This type of limited conversion switch has the potential of achieving most of the benefits of a full conversion-capable switch at a much lower cost. A heuristic of complexity $O(N^3)$ was introduced in [JIM99] for placement of individual limited wavelength converter units in the nodes of the optical network.

The study in [KLM93, KLJ93] shows that routing and wavelength assignment with wavelength conversion capability is an NP-complete problem and introduces a routing algorithm, similar to [VRK98], with a reported time complexity of order $O(N^4 \cdot W^2)$ without including the number of incoming connection requests to the network in the analysis.
In [CCB96], the authors introduced an interconnected–layered–graph model of the network with limited number of wavelength converters at each node. The simulation results show that the performance of the proposed algorithm is comparable to the one presented in [KLJ93].

We will approach the design of WDM networks from a different perspective; we will introduce various techniques to improve the overall performance by judiciously placing wavelength conversion at key nodes dominating the entire topology. Our motivation is based on the fact that equipping all nodes of a large optical network with full conversion capability is prohibitively costly. To improve performance at reduced cost, sparse converter placement algorithms are used to select a subset of nodes for full-conversion deployment. Further cost reduction can be obtained by deploying only limited conversion capability in the selected nodes. In this dissertation, we present wavelength converters placement algorithms based on the k-Dominating Set (k-DS) concept described in Chapter 2.

We propose three different cost effective optical switch designs using the technologically feasible non-tunable optical multiplexers. These three switch designs are Flexible Node-Sharing, Strict Node-Sharing and Static Mapping. Compared to the full search heuristic of $O(N^3)$ complexity based on ranking nodes by blocking percentages, our algorithm not only has a better time complexity $O(\mathfrak{R}.N^2)$, where $\mathfrak{R}$ is the number of disjoint sets provided by k-DS, but also avoids the local minimum problem.

The performance benefit of our algorithm is demonstrated by network simulation with the U.S Long Haul topology having 28 nodes ($\mathfrak{R}$ is 5) and the NSF network having 16 nodes ($\mathfrak{R}$ is 4).
Our simulation considers the case when the traffic is not uniformly distributed between node pairs in the network using a weighted placement approach, referred to as k-WDS. From the optical network management point of view, our results also show that the limited conversion capability can achieve performance very close to that of the full conversion capability; while not only decreasing the optical switch cost but also enhancing its fault tolerance.

1.2 Contention resolution in optical burst switched networks

One of the candidates for next generation high speed network infrastructures will be based on optical burst switching that is envisioned to be able to combine the best of optical circuit/flow switching and optical packet switching. However it’s been proven that under highly variable burst sizes, Optical Burst Switching suffers from excessive burst loss due to contention. This issue is due to the fact that the core nodes have very limited or no buffering capability and contending bursts for the same output link will suffer from losses. To reduce the burst loss in Optical Burst Switching, contention resolution is the main challenge to overcome in any Optical Burst Switching architecture.

Several studies propose feasible solutions based on burst segmentation [VJS02], QoS based on burstification [YST02] or classes of traffic isolation by extra offset-time [YQD00], wavelength reservation [OAM01] and burst assembly [SOK02] schemes.
Another approach for solving contention is based on deflection:

1. In the time domain using FDLs [PPP03, CQY99, YQD00, JCP02, YQD01, JLA02].
2. In the space domain with deflection routing [HLH02, XPR01, VJS02];
3. In the wavelength domain using OWCs [JRT02, NLR03, BLJ03, JIM99, MSS02].

The authors in [CQY99, YQD00, YQD01, KKK02] propose two optical burst switching protocols, classless OBS and prioritized OBS based on the offset-time. The use of an extra offset time to separate high priority class from lower priority class increases the overall end-to-end delay but the end-to-end delay for high priority classes is low and predictable. In [XPR01, JWM00], the authors survey signaling protocols for optical burst switching; in the Tell-And-Go (TAG) scheme, a source transmits its burst without receiving a confirmation from the network. With Tell-And-Wait (TAW), the burst is transmitted when all switches on the path accept the burst. An intermediate scheme is proposed in [CQY99], just-enough-time (JET). It eliminates the need for burst buffering and reserves the resources at the optical switch just for the duration of the burst. Full wavelength conversion is assumed to be available in all switches using OWCs. The study in [JWM00] introduces the just-in-time signaling protocol (JIT). The out-of-band control eliminates burst buffering at the intermediate nodes. JIT does not guarantee better resource utilization than JET but supports optical flow switching (when connection duration is longer than the cut through time) and does not require additional synchronization and scheduling [BRP02].
The studies in [HLH02, XPR01, VJS02] introduce deflection routing for optical burst switching as an alternative to resolve contentions for the same output link instead of using delay lines for buffering. Several studies [JRT02, MDB02, PPP03, LNR03, DMB02, KDZ02] suggest the use of fiber delay lines and wavelength conversion at the core nodes as a feasible solution to the contention limitation of OBS. Not only it is cost effective and scalable; but also provides a better statistical multiplexing performance.

Our work focuses on the sparse placement of Fiber Delay Lines at the core nodes of an Optical Burst Switched Network as a solution to burst contention. Our proposed scheme places the Fiber Delay Line capabilities at key nodes, i.e., nodes that have good connectivity and are well placed within the network. We will show that when the nodes selected by our scheme are equipped with Fiber Delay Lines, they significantly reduce the burst loss rate and improve network throughput.

In this dissertation, we propose efficient and highly scalable algorithms for the sparse placement of Fiber Delay Lines in optical WDM networks. The algorithms use the k-weighted dominating set concept and are particularly suitable for solving the contention resolution problem in Optical Burst Switching under Just Enough Time signaling. To our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to apply the weighted dominating set approach for solving a design and engineering problem in Optical Burst Switched networks in general and to the sparse Fiber Delay Lines placement in particular.

Under heavy tail traffic and high burst contention, we introduce a Quality of Service capable Just Enough Time Signaling using a simple scheduling scheme and allowing controlled burst loss and
end-to-end delay for all classes of traffic. We also introduce a cost effective optical switch design with variable Fiber Delay Line capability and show its benefits via simulation under different classes of traffic.

1.3 Dependency based analytical model for blocking rates computation

Another important area of WRON research is the performance evaluation for lightpath establishment. A number of approximate analytical models [ABR96, MKA96, HMH99, RRM02, CLC03] for evaluating the performance of WRON made the assumption that link blocking events are independent. Several recent models [ZRP00, ASS00, LXC03, ASS04], however, have considered the correlation of blocking events. Below, we briefly review relevant existing analytical models with no wavelength conversion and with sparse conversion.

The study in [LLS00] explores multifiber WDM networks as an alternative solution to wavelength conversion. A 3-D Markov model for two-hop paths is applied for blocking probability computation and a path decomposition scheme is used to estimate the conditional blocking probabilities. The authors in [RBM95] introduced an analytical model for optical networks without wavelength converters and tested it for a variety of network topologies.

In [ABR96, MKA96], a single-link blocking model is introduced and is used to compute the blocking probabilities for paths of one, two and three links. The random variables, $X_i$, reflecting the number of available wavelengths on link $i$, are assumed independent. The authors in [RRM02] derived an analytical model that incorporates alternate routing and wavelength
conversion and the authors in [CLC03] presented a model for the sparse placement of full wavelength conversion under various RWA schemes.

The study in [SAS96, SAS99] focused on the placement of K full wavelength converters on a path with H hops. The key assumption of the model is that the load on link i of a path given the loads on links 1, 2… i-1, depends only on the load on link i-1. The model proposed in [ZRP00] calculates the blocking probability of a path using a multi-dimensional Markov chain formulation.

The model in [ASS00, ASS04] first provides a simple solution to calculate the blocking probability of multi-hop paths. A wavelength correlation model is then applied to take into account the correlation of the same wavelength on two adjacent links. The authors in [LXC03] further extended this model to evaluate the blocking performance of networks with sparse conversion in distributed conditions.

Existing analytical models for WRON’s performance evaluation suffer from accuracy and scalability problems (e.g., the complexity of the model in [LLS00] is intractable for general network topologies, the model in [RBM95] tends to over-predict the blocking probabilities under high loads or with a large number of wavelengths, the tractability of the model in [ABR96, MKA96] is guaranteed only for networks with a small diameter). Models that take the correlation between links into consideration are more accurate than models that assume link independence but are also more computationally intensive.
In this dissertation, we develop a link dependency model that improves our ability to capture the correlation of wavelength availability among different network links. To analytically handle the presence of wavelength converters, a light path containing converters is divided into smaller sub-paths such that each sub-path is a wavelength continuous path and the nodes shared between these sub-paths are full wavelength conversion capable. The blocking probability of the entire path is easily obtained by computing the probabilities in the individual sub-paths.

Our analytical model captures link dependencies in all-optical WDM networks under uniform traffic and enables the estimation of connection blocking probabilities more accurately than previously possible. The basic formula of the dependency between two links in this model reflects their degree of adjacency, the degree of connectivity of the nodes composing them and their carried traffic.

We extensively validate the analytical model using the NSFNET backbone, the U.S. Long Haul network, the ring topology and randomly generated graphs.

1.4 Path protection in survivable wavelength routed all-optical

In wavelength routed all optical networks, there is a need for fault tolerant routing mechanisms to protect network performance against link failures and optical cross-connect failures. A wide range of protection and restoration schemes for WDM networks have been investigated in the literature. Some researchers in the area of protection have mainly considered the static model (i.e. offline routing). Those models are reasonable only when connection demands are known in
advance. We consider the dynamic routing scenario with random connection arrivals to the network. When a new connection request arrives to the network, our scheme establishes the active and the protection resources according to the traffic already present in the network.

Path protection schemes previously reported in the literature have primarily addressed the computation of protection paths that are link disjoint with active paths under the assumption of a single link failure at a time. These path protection schemes use standard routing cost functions for the selection of active and protection paths. In this dissertation, we present a path protection approach that uses the alarms/alerts gathered by network surveillance modules in selecting the active and protection paths. Below, we briefly discuss the motivation of our alarm-based scheme.

Network service providers have made significant investments in building operational surveillance and trouble management tools. It is expected that next-generation network surveillance tools, alarm-analysis engines and network operations centers will have extensive capabilities not only for early problem detection and the prompt repair of failures but also for building up an overall picture of the operational condition and health of the various network components. The alarm-analysis engines of next-generation networks will have the capability to process unprecedented numbers of alarms, alerts, and warning messages from multitechnology/multivendor software and hardware components and precisely pinpoint the root-cause problems of failures (e.g., fiber cuts, laser failure, high levels of signal cross-talk).

Equally important, these alarm-analysis engines will also be able to proactively analyze impending network issues and identify network elements that can be the source of future
problems. Existing network technology, for example, has already produced alarm interface controller modules (e.g., Cisco NM-AIC-64 card) that help in the remote monitoring of network elements & interfaces, thereby permitting the detection and reporting of alarms on building security (e.g., door and window open and close), fire and smoke indication, building environmental state (e.g., temperature and humidity) and utility power readings.

The alarm-based path protection approach presented in this dissertation is based on the idea of modifying the routing and path selection process by taking into consideration the alarms posted for the various links/nodes of the network in order to improve the reliability of the network and reduce service outage.

1.5 Dissertation organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we present the k-DS algorithm for the sparse placement of full wavelength converters. We also introduce the HYBRID algorithm for placing an arbitrary number of full wavelength converters and compare its performance to k-BLK.

Chapter 3 describes our extension of k-DS for the limited wavelength conversion case and introduces three different cost effective optical switch designs. We also investigate the network performance under uniform and non uniform traffic.
In Chapter 4, we study the contention resolution problem in optical burst switching using sparse fiber delay lines and their class-based allocation. We combine fiber delay lines and optical wavelength conversion as the solution for the burst contention problem in Optical Burst Switching. We present a placement algorithm, $k$-$WDS$, for the sparse placement of Fiber Delay Lines at a set of selected nodes.

Chapter 5 defines our dependency and correlation based analytical model for computing the blocking rates in WDM networks. We validate the analytical-based sparse placement algorithm by comparing it with its simulation-based counterpart using a number of network topologies.

In Chapter 6, we extensively validate a novel alarm based routing and path protection in survivable wavelength routed all-optical mesh networks. The simulation tests used a wide range of values for the load intensity, the failure arrival rate and the failure holding time. The effectiveness of our method has been demonstrated by using the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies.

We make concluding remarks and describe our proposed future research in Chapter 7.
2. k-DS ALGORITHM FOR SPARSE PLACEMENT OF FULL CONVERTERS

In this chapter, we discuss the problem of full and limited wavelength converters placement in optical networks and present our new placement approach based on the dominating set concept.

2.1 Background

In WRON (Wavelength Routed Optical Networks), when a connection request is initiated at the source node, the RWA (Routing and Wavelength Assignment) protocol should set up a light-path between the source and destination nodes using the same wavelength in each link traversed by the connection. This restriction is referred to as the wavelength continuity constraint. This constraint implies that no wavelength conversion is required at any intermediate node. However, if there is no path from the source to destination with the same wavelength available in every link of the path, the call is blocked. Different RWA approaches [ZJM00, RRS00, ZJS01, JPX01] have been investigated for static routing, fixed-alternate routing and adaptive routing. These approaches use numerous wavelength assignment heuristics including First-Fit, Random, Least-Used, and Most-Used.

When the continuity constraint is removed by using wavelength converters, the network blocking performance is reduced, the wavelength reuse is increased, higher loads are supported and the network throughput is enhanced [ABR96, SAS96, VRK98, JIM99]. The introduction of converters in WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexed networks) increases the cost and complexity of the optical cross-connects (OXC)s. Converters must therefore be used judiciously
and must be placed in nodes that maximize performance improvement. Hence, there have been a number of studies to investigate sparse and limited wavelength converter placement in optical networks [KLM93, KLJ93, CCB96, SAS96, ABR96, VRK98, JIM99].

In the next sections, we present new, efficient and highly scalable algorithms for the sparse placement of full and limited wavelength converters in an optical network based on the concept of k-Dominating Sets (k-DS). The idea is to have wavelength conversion capability at the nodes receiving higher traffic to decrease the overall network blocking percentage. These nodes, as dominating nodes, have to be closer to the nodes without wavelength conversion to increase the throughput. A dominating set, D, is one in which each vertex is either in D or adjacent to some vertex in D. Our algorithm uses the network topology as input to provide a sub-optimal wavelength converters placement. The k-DS scheme solves this minimization problem by finding a solution taking into consideration the traffic flowing through the nodes and doesn’t build the solution incrementally but via a voting mechanism based on the connectivity of each node. We will show via simulation that putting full wavelength conversion at the members of D is cost effective and improves the utilization of the network. To our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to apply the Dominating Set approach to the design and engineering of optical networks.

In the k-DS algorithm for sparse placement of conversion, we assume that we can equip some nodes with the capability of full wavelength conversion from any wavelength to any other wavelength if available. We formulate the placement problem as a k-DS problem: given a graph G(V,E), determine a set D⊂ V such that every vertex in the graph is either in D or is at distance k
or less from at least one member in D. The members of the set D represent special nodes that act as wavelength conversion sites within the network.

## 2.2 k-DS: Application and Examples

The Minimum Dominating Set problem is NP-complete [RKR72, CLY94] and it is related to the traveling salesperson problem [SGK96] requiring approximating heuristics. This concept was applied to Wormhole-Routing in massively parallel computers [TTM97] by finding dominating nodes that can deliver and receive messages to and from a larger set of nodes (not in the dominating set) while avoiding channel contention.

![Figure 1: Topology 1 with 1-DS has 4 nodes and Topology 2 with 1-DS has 2 nodes](image)
In the above examples, the 1-DS set is shown for four different topologies. In the 4x4 mesh topology 1, the size of the 1-DS set is 4. We can see that every node is either a master node (member of the dominating set) or is at one hop away of a master node. Topology 2 with 10 nodes has a 1-DS set of size 2. However the 12 nodes ring topology has 4 nodes in its 1-DS set. In topology 4 with 10 nodes, the 1-DS set has 2 nodes in it.

In [SSZ02], Dominating sets are used for broadcasting in wireless networks to determine gateway nodes where reliability and fault tolerance are desired. If position information is available to every node, each node can determine, without any message exchange with the neighbors, if it is a gateway node in \( O(\Delta^3) \) computation time; \( \Delta \) is the number of neighbors which can be of order \( O(N) \) in the worst case.
### 2.3 k-DS: Algorithm

We developed an approximation algorithm for the k-DS problem that computes the set of master nodes to be equipped with full conversion capability. The algorithm provides a sub-optimal placement of wavelength converters in an optical network using the topology of the network as input and independently of the number of wavelengths per link. The k-DS approach assumes a uniform traffic pattern between each node pair (source s and destination d). The algorithm ensures that the resulting set D has the following property: every node $v \in V$ is either in D or is at most k hops away from a node in D.

We first give the definitions and notations that are used in the k-DS algorithm:

1. **Cardinality ($S$):** is the number of members in the set $S$.

2. **Neighbor ($v$):** is the set of nodes sharing a link with a node $v$.

3. **Neighbor$_k$ ($v$):** is the set of nodes that are at most within k hops away from a node $v$. For k equals 0, Neighbor$_0(v)$ contains the node $v$ only.
4. \( \text{Connect}_k(v) \), called the \( k \)-connectivity of a node \( v \), represents a connectivity index based on nodes within \( k \) hops of the node \( v \). It’s defined as:

\[
\text{Connect}_0(v) = \text{Degree}(v) = \text{Cardinality}(\text{Neighbor}(v))
\]

\[
\text{Connect}_1(v) = \text{Connect}_0(v) + \sum_{m \in \text{Neighbor}(v)} \text{Connect}_0(m)
\]

Recursively we define \( \text{Connect}_k(v) \) as:

\[
\text{Connect}_k(v) = \text{Connect}_{k-1}(v) + \sum_{m \in \text{Neighbor}(v)} \text{Connect}_{k-1}(m)
\]

With a uniform traffic assumption, higher values of the \( k \)-connectivity of node \( v \) correspond to higher volumes of traffic passing through node \( v \). Note that, a node \( m \) can contribute more than once to the \( k \)-connectivity of a node \( v \), since traffic can arrive from the same node through different paths.

5. \( \text{Master}_k(v) \), called the \( k \)-Master of a node \( v \), represents the node \( p \), member of \( \text{Neighbor}_k(v) \), with the highest \( \text{Connect}_k \) value over all nodes \( m \) that are at most \( k \) hops away from node \( v \) (i.e., all nodes \( m \in \text{Neighbor}_k(v) \)). For \( k \) equals 0, \( \text{Master}_0(v) \) is the node \( v \) itself.

Our \( k \)-DS algorithm initializes the \( k \)-DS set to the empty set. Each node computes its connectivity index \( k \)-Connect by adding the \( \text{Connect}_{k-1} \) values of its neighbors including itself. A
voting stage allows each node to select its $\text{Master}_k$ from its neighbors within k hops based on their connectivity index.

The algorithm also implements a priority voting scheme for cases with ties and also to keep a master node from voting for a node outside the k-DS set. The k-DS heuristic for a graph $G$ uses $k$ iterations to compute the sets 1-DS, 2-DS,..., k-DS. In iteration $# j$, the connectivity values $\text{Connect}_{j-1}$ of iteration $j-1$ are used to compute the connectivity values $\text{Connect}_j$ of the current iteration (as explained earlier). Below is the pseudo code of iteration $# k$ of the heuristic algorithm.

The k-DS algorithm is described below, for $k > 0$:

1. Initialize the working set $S$ to the empty set $\phi$.

2. For all nodes $v$ in $G$, compute $\text{Connect}_k (v)$.

3. For all nodes $v$ do
   
   If $S \cap \text{Neighbor}_k (v)$ is empty do
   
   { find the node $m$ that is $\text{Master}_k (v)$;
   
   add node $m$ to the set $S$ }

4. Set k-DS to $S$; Return( k-DS )
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Lemma: k-DS is a k-Dominating Set for the graph G(V,E).

To prove this, we can look at the simple case when k equals 1: a node v will vote for the node m in 1-Neighbor(v), which is \( \text{Neighbor}(v) \cup \{v\} \) and m has the highest 1-Connect value. The node m is in the set 1-DS, so v will either be in the set 1-DS (for the case m = v) or v is directly connected to m which is a node in 1-DS.

For the general case for k, the same type of argument applies; a node will be a member of the k-DS set or will have a selected master, member of k-DS, that is within k hops from it.

### 2.4 k-DS: Results and comparison

For illustration, we show the execution of k-DS through Connect\(_k\) computations and the voting phase. The following describes the execution of k-DS, for k equals 1, using topology 1. The labels inside the nodes represent the Connect\(_k\) values and the directed arrows represent voting for the Master\(_k\) node. The 1-DS set has 4 nodes in it.

![Figure 3: Topology 1, Compute Connect\(_1\) and vote](image)
For topology 2, the following describes the execution of k-DS for k equals 1. We have 2 nodes in the computed 1-DS set.

![Topology 2 Diagram]

Figure 4: Topology 2, Compute Connect\(_1\) and vote

The order of processing nodes in step 3 of the k-DS algorithm may produce different results; we have often used increasing order of Connect\(_k\) values in step 3. The following four examples show the 1-DS results returned by the above simple heuristic. Notice that the 1-DS sets for topologies 1, 2 and 4 are optimal sets (i.e., have minimum size). The 1-DS set of size 6 for the ring network of topology 3 is not optimal (since the four nodes at the four corners of the topology represent an optimal set). However, this later 1-DS is non-redundant in the sense that if any of its six nodes is dropped, the set is no longer 1-DS set (which is similar to the concept of local minimum).
In general, the set returned by the heuristic algorithm may have some redundant nodes. A polynomial time procedure can be used to remove this redundancy. For example if $S$ is the 1-DS returned by the heuristic algorithm, then the following code is used to remove the redundancy in the set $S$:

For each node $v$ in $S$ do

$\text{Flag} = \text{True}$;

For each node $u \in \{v\} \cup \text{Neighbor}(v)$ do

If the set difference $S - \{v\}$ does not contain $u$ or a direct neighbor of $u$ then

$\{\text{Flag} = \text{False}\}$;

If (Flag) remove $v$ from $S$

Our extensive simulation tests with randomly generated topologies have shown that the k-DS algorithm provides excellent placement for nodes with full wavelength conversion. We now apply our algorithm to a realistic topology: the U.S Long haul.
Figure 5: U.S Long Haul Network [VRK98]

Figure 5 shows the U.S long haul network [VRK98] with 28 nodes and 45 links. This is a popular topology used in the literature for the simulation and analysis of optical networks. Note that the marked (double circled) nodes are the members of the 2-DS set and every node is either in 2-DS or at most 2 hops away from a member of 2-DS.

For example, the Connect_k indices of node 0 in U.S. Long Haul Network shown in Figure 5 have the following values:
Connect_0(node 0) = 2
Connect_1(node 0) = 8
Connect_2(node 0) = 30

For node 0 in the U.S. Long Haul Network of Figure 5, the Master_k selection is:
Master_0(node 0) = \{node 0\}
Master_1(node 0) = \{node 1\}
Master_2(node 0) = \{node 4\}
Master_3(node 0) = \{node 8\}
Master_4(node 0) = \{node 12\}

Our k-DS algorithm produces the following results for the U.S long Haul network:
1-DS(U.S Long Haul)={1,3,4,5,8,10,12,15,17,20,22,25,27}
2-DS(U.S Long Haul)={4, 8, 12, 17, 25}
3-DS (U.S Long Haul) = \{8, 12, 17\}
4-DS (U.S Long Haul) = \{12\}

We evaluated our algorithm by a simulation model. The simulation uses hop-based shortest path routing with forward reservation and random wavelength assignment. Each link is a bidirectional fiber and the number of wavelengths on each link is 8. The traffic is uniformly distributed over all node pairs and the connection holding time is exponentially distributed.
The load, in Erlangs, is the product of the connection arrival rate and the average connection holding time. All of our results are based on simulating a total, connection requests arriving to the network, of $10^6$ times the considered load ($C = 10^6 \cdot \text{load}$). All simulation results are given with 95% confidence intervals using the batch means method with 50 batches or more.

We compared our k-DS placement algorithm against the well-known approach of placing converters in nodes having the highest blocking probabilities [JIM99, MSS02]. We denote this latter approach by k-BLK algorithm. The use of “k” in k-BLK is introduced to indicate that the number of full converters used in this approach is equal to the same number of full converters used by our k-DS algorithm. For example, 3-BLK uses the same number of full converters as 3-DS but it may place them in a different set of nodes. k-BLK algorithm solves the sparse wavelength placement problem by adding the node that experienced the highest blocking at each simulation step to the final solution.
To evaluate our k-DS algorithm, we adopted a comparison method similar to that described in [JIM99]. Specifically, we do the following steps for a given network: We initially, run the RWA simulation assuming that full conversion is not available in any node (this is the case of no converters).
Starting with k at 1, we next run RWA simulations using the placement suggested by k-DS and k-BLK (the latter simulation is made to have the same number of converters as the former). We then increase k and repeat the same process until k-DS returns only one master node. After each simulation, we measure the blocking percentage experienced in the network.

As shown in Figure 6, better results are obtained when we put full conversion in the nodes selected by the k-DS algorithm instead of putting them in the nodes with the highest blocking percentages based on k-BLK. For instance, under a typical load of 60, without any wavelength conversion the blocking percentage is around 25%. When we have full wavelength conversion at node 12, member of the singleton 4-DS, the blocking percentage is improved by 2% to 23%. However when we put full wavelength conversion in node 8 designated by k-BLK heuristic, the measured blocking percentage is 24%. The placement suggested by 4-DS improves the performance by 8% and 4-BLK only by 4%.

At load 60, 3-DS with 3 nodes decreases the blocking to 17% (32 % improvement) while 3-BLK achieves 20% blocking (i.e., 20% improvement). 2-DS with 5 nodes achieves 13% blocking at load 60 (equivalent to 48% improvement) while 2-BLK achieves 19% blocking (equivalent to 24% improvement). Thus we can achieve almost 50% improvement from the no wavelength conversion case with only 5 nodes selected by 2-DS. Finally, 1-DS, with 13 nodes, reduces the blocking at load 60 to 7% (72% improvement) while 1-BLK reduces blocking only to 10% (60% improvement).
From the above results, we can see that the k-DS selection based only on the network topology as input provides better improvements than the simulation based k-BLK heuristic introduced in [JIM99]. k-DS is able to provide a better placement of full wavelength conversion since its solution is a global minimum based on the connectivity of each node and the traffic that will go through each one of them.

These results are due to the fact that the k-DS algorithm selects a set of vertices that have good connectivity (strongly connoted to the other nodes) and that are well placed within the network. When the selected vertices are equipped with full wavelength conversion, they significantly improves performance since these nodes dominate the entire topology, i.e, each other node is within closer distance from a selected node in the dominating set.

The algorithm solves this minimization problem using a global approach that avoids local (false) minimums. The k-BLK approach is using an incremental minimization approach that doesn’t always lead to the global minimum by using the union of local minimums found at each iteration. As shown earlier, k-DS algorithm time complexity is order $O(N \cdot \Delta \cdot k)$ and k-BLK is order $O(N \cdot C \cdot NUMCONV) + O(N^3)$ since each connection request requires processing at each node in its path and shortest paths between all pairs have to be computed before the simulation starts. C is the total number of connection requests arriving to the network during the RWA simulation and NUMCONV is the number of converters to be placed.

An obvious limitation of the k-DS algorithm is that it cannot answer the question about where an arbitrary number X of full wavelength converters should be placed given the topology of the
network. For example if X is 6 in the US. Long Haul network, 2-DS tells us that five converters should be placed in nodes: 4, 8, 12, 17 and 25. However, our 1-DS returns 13 nodes and cannot give a direct answer to the case X=6.

2.5 k-DS: HYBRID Algorithm for Placement of Arbitrary Number of Converters

To overcome this limitation, we extended the k-DS algorithm to be able to provide solutions to the problem of a number of full wavelength converters that does not exactly match the cardinality of any k-Master set. The extension, denoted as HYBRID, takes advantage of both k-DS and k-BLK.

Given X as the arbitrary number of full wavelength converters to be placed in the network, we start with the largest k-DS set of size smaller than X and add a new node at each step. In each step we run the RWA simulation and measure the blocking percentage. The node with the highest experienced blocking is added to the final solution. Our HYBRID algorithm stops when we have X nodes selected. The HYBRID algorithm takes advantage of k-DS by building the initial set and uses k-BLK to extend it.
Our HYBRID algorithm is described as follows:

1. Repeat starting at k = 1
   
   Compute k-DS

   Increment k by 1

   Until NumberNodes = cardinality(k-DS) ≤ X.

   We denote the largest k, such that the size of \( \mathcal{I} \)-DS ≤ X, as \( \mathcal{I} \).

2. If NumberNodes = X, return \( \mathcal{I} \)-DS as the list of nodes that should have full wavelength converters and exit the algorithm.

   Otherwise, put full wavelength conversion in each of the nodes in \( \mathcal{I} \)-DS (the largest k-DS set of size smaller than X)

3. Repeat starting at j = NumberNodes

   3.1 Run RWA simulation with j nodes having full wavelength conversion as selected in the previous step.

   3.2 Select the next \((j+1)\)th node to be the node with the highest blocking percentage.

   Add a full wavelength converter to this node.

   3.3 Increment j by 1

   Until j = X
The first step in which we build the initial $\exists$-DS set has a time complexity of $O(N \cdot \Delta \cdot \exists)$. $\exists$-DS is the largest k-DS set of size smaller than $X$. The iterative step where we use RWA simulation to find the next node to add has a time complexity of order $O(N \cdot \text{RWA})$. RWA is the simulation time complexity which is order $O(N \cdot C)$ since each connection request will require updating the statistics at every node on its path.

We fixed the load at 100 Erlangs and run HYBRID($X$) for $X$ varying from 1 to the maximum number of nodes in the network (28 for the U.S Long Haul). Figure 7 shows the blocking percentages for the U.S Long Haul when the load is fixed at 100 Erlangs. k-DS coincides with HYBRID for 1 node ($k=4$), 3 nodes ($k=3$), 5 nodes ($k=2$) and 13 nodes ($k=1$). This is due to the fact that HYBRID returns the nodes computed by k-DS when $X$ is equal to the cardinality of any k-DS master set. Notice that the points of the k-DS curve exist only at values of $X$ equal to the cardinality of the k-Master set for $k=1, 2, 3$ and $4$.

The HYBRID algorithm performs better than pure k-BLK which is based on ranking the nodes based on the blocking percentages. With higher number of nodes having full conversion (around $X=22$), HYBRID and k-BLK start to have similar results. Notice that the set of nodes selected by HYBRID always includes the k-DS master nodes. Our approach with HYBRID to the minimization problem is based on starting with the largest k-DS set possible. And iteratively adding the node experiencing the highest blocking.
As stated earlier, the time complexity of HYBRID is of order \( O(N \cdot \Delta \cdot \Im) + O(N \cdot C \cdot (X - \text{sizeof}(\Im\text{-DS}))) \).

k-BLK has a complexity of \( O(N \cdot C \cdot X) + O(N^3) \). Where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network, \( C \) is the total number of connection requests simulated, \( X \) is the number of nodes to be equipped with full wavelength conversion and \( K \) is the size of largest k-DS set less than \( X \).

In terms of time complexity, HYBRID is similar to k-BLK but its performance is better since it takes advantage of k-DS and k-BLK simultaneously (i.e., it starts with the largest K-DS and iteratively adds a node at each step).

This is confirmed by the simulation results shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: U.S. Long Haul, HYBRID with 100 Erlangs
3. ALGORITHM FOR PLACEMENT OF LIMITED WAVELENGTH CONVERTERS

In this chapter, we extend our k-DS algorithm [BLJ03] to the case of Limited wavelength conversion using three OXC designs. Our extension of k-DS to the case of limited wavelength conversion is based on dividing the nodes of the network into $\mathcal{R}+1$ disjoint sets based on the domination factor. To place a wavelength converter given that $Z$ wavelength converters are already sub-optimally placed, one node is selected from each set based on the experienced blocking performance. We simulate the network with the wavelength converter placed in each of the selected $\mathcal{R}+1$ nodes separately; the $(Z+1)^{th}$ wavelength converter will be placed at the node that gives the lowest overall network blocking performance. Our simulation considers also the case when the traffic is non-uniformly distributed between node pairs as in [BLO03].

Our approach minimizes the search space and allows better results than the full search algorithm previously proposed in the literature [JIM99, MSS02]. The local minimum problem reported in [JIM99] is eliminated since the k-DS scheme solves this minimization problem by finding a solution taking into consideration the traffic flowing through the nodes. We will show via simulation that our placement algorithm for limited wavelength conversion is cost effective and improves the utilization of the network. To our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to apply the Dominating Set approach to the design and engineering of optical networks in general and to the limited wavelength conversion placement in particular.
3.1 Background

The introduction of optical wavelength conversion (OWC) into wavelength routed optical networks allows a significant reduction of the blocking probabilities and an increase of the overall throughput. The conversion capability also increases the cost and complexity of the optical cross connects (OXC)s. Converters must therefore be used judiciously and must be placed in nodes that maximize performance improvement. Hence there have been a number of studies to investigate sparse and limited wavelength converter placement in optical networks.

In [SAS96], the authors introduced the conversion density factor, $q$, of the network and an analytical model taking into consideration the correlation of wavelength usage between adjacent links. On three network topologies (ring, mesh-torus, hypercube), the reported results show that the uniform placement of sparse wavelength conversion (only selected nodes equipped with full conversion capability) is cost effective and can achieve most of the benefits of full conversion at every node of the network. The authors reported that the uniform placement technique works well for topologies with low connectivity such as rings but is not suitable for general topologies. This is due to the fact that the scheme doesn’t take into consideration the topology of the network, the connectivity of each node and the expected traffic load.

The study in [VRK98] explores the heuristic of placing full wavelength conversion at nodes with high nodal degree. A network simulation is used to show the benefits of this placement heuristic. The simulation model uses an auxiliary graph, with $M$ nodes, constructed based on the physical topology of the network. $M$ is the product of $N$, the number of nodes in the network and $W$, the
number of wavelengths. The arcs are labeled with channel costs and conversion costs. Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied for each connection request. The model considers a dynamic light path establishment. The used arcs are removed to reflect the wavelength usage in the network. When the connection is terminated, the graph is updated to reflect the newly released resources. The simulation results show that it is cost effective to place full wavelength conversion at high degree nodes; and that wavelength converters provide a significant gain in sparse networks but very little improvement in highly dense networks.

The authors in [JIM99] explored optical switch designs with limited number of wavelength converter units at each node. The designs implement the limited wavelength conversion with shared-nodal switch design using tunable optical multiplexers. The OXC can contain share-per-node wavelength converter units, or share-per-link wavelength converter units that are shared by the incoming circuits. This type of limited conversion switch has the potential of achieving most of the benefits of a full conversion-capable switch at a much lower cost. A heuristic of complexity $O(N^3)$ was introduced in [JIM99] for placement of individual limited wavelength converter units in the nodes of the optical network.

In [MSS02], the authors introduced a ranking based heuristic for limited converter placement. Via simulation, each node is ranked given the experienced blocking performance. Iteratively, the heuristic reshuffles the wavelength converters between nodes with low blocking to nodes with high blocking until there is no improvement in the overall blocking performance. The results indicate that shared-per-link architecture is cost effective and provide a good tradeoff for
performance compared to the shared-per-node architecture. The disadvantage of such heuristic is its complexity when considering large networks.

The study in [KLM93, KLJ93] shows that routing and wavelength assignment with wavelength conversion capability is an NP-complete problem. The optical cross-connect allows wavelength converters to be shared at the node level or between links. It also requires tunable optical multiplexers that make the design more expensive. A routing algorithm is introduced, similar to [VRK98], with a reported time complexity of order $O(N^4 \cdot W^2)$ without including the number of incoming connection requests to the network in the analysis.

The authors in [AAS02], instead of using time-consuming simulations, presented an analytical model for arbitrary topologies and traffic loads. It is assumed that each node has a converter with a probability $q$. An analytical model is introduced to take into consideration the dependence and correlation of wavelength usage between adjacent links. It is assumed that the wavelength usage on a link is dependent only on the usage on an adjacent link. The authors reported that the model provides accurate blocking probabilities compared to simulation results but it is not tractable for networks with high diameter.

In [DLJ02], the authors focused on shared-per-link design; where each outgoing link has a dedicated converter bank that is only used by the connection passing through this particular link. The complexity of such design, based on tunable multiplexers, is cost effective compared to the shared-per-node OXC design. The placement problem is modeled as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) in which the objective function is to maximize the total amount of traffic passing through
the network. An acyclic auxiliary graph is built in the same way as in [VRK98] and the Bellman-Ford algorithm is used to find the shortest path between a source and destination to establish a connection request. The time complexity of the approach is dependable on the size of the network, $N$, the number of wavelength per link, $W$, and the total number of simulated connection requests, $C$. The time complexity of the approach is order $O(C \cdot N^4 \cdot W^2)$.

The study in [XJD02] introduces a novel placement for full OWC for minimal wavelength usage. This is achieved by making the number of wavelength needed to be equal to the maximal link load. The scheme achieves load-wavelength assignability and it is based on splitting a general topology network into simpler sub-graphs such as paths and spiders as in [GWW98]. The reported results show that the approach combines the problem of finding the minimum number of wavelengths needed and the problem of full OWC placement.

The authors in [WLW01] focus on survivability, load balancing and capacity constraints as criteria for OWC placement for the static RWA problem. The scheme places a full OWC at the node with the highest transit load. To avoid that the network traffic becomes unevenly distributed, a conversion cost function is used to allow backtracking so that the proposed heuristic can remove a full OWC if it is not needed in the final placement. The proposed algorithm reduce the number of used wavelength by 21% than the approach in [OCB98] which uses higher objective functions for states where capacity constraints are violated.

In [BSR02], a path-metric based algorithm is used for full OWC placement. A weighting factor (WF) allows the ranking of all the nodes and the placement decision is based on the computed
values (nodes with higher WF should have full OWC. WF depends on the number of hops between nodes and the interference length taking into consideration the paths that are sharing one or more links with the considered path. The approach applies to static routing when traffic requests are known in advance and does not take into consideration the routing scheme and wavelength assignment.

The study in [MLZ01] considers distributed algorithms minimizing the number of wavelength conversions when establishing a connection on a given path. The approach is extendable to sparse wavelength conversion and limited wavelength conversion by applying different levels of aggressiveness in locking wavelength during path establishment. The reported results indicate that since wavelength availability is dynamic, adaptively assigning the wavelength to use is more crucial than the selection of the route for path establishment.

Some studies investigated other solutions for wavelength contention in WDM networks. The authors in [VSK99, YLE96] explore limited range OWC as a cost-effective solution instead of full OWC. The heuristic in [VSK99] is based on ranking the nodes by nodal degree. An auxiliary graph is built to capture the wavelength available per link as in [VRK98]. In [YLE96], an analytical model is used to estimate the network performance for unidirectional rings and mesh-torus topologies. The reported results suggest that with only 50% of the full wavelength conversion range, the same the blocking performance can be achieved as with full range conversion. The study in [RDH01] envisions that if certain nodes are capable of full OWC, broadcasting can be supported in WDM networks. The heuristic is based on the color covering
and the vertex color-covering problems; and it achieves the optimal solution 52% of the time with an average performance ratio of 1.169.

In what follows we describe in detail the considered switch designs allowing limited wavelength conversion and we introduce our placement heuristic. Our simulation results will cover the case of uniform distribution of traffic between (source, destination) pairs and also the case when the traffic is not uniformly distributed between node pairs for the NSFNET and the U.S Long Haul topologies.

### 3.2 OXC Switch Design with Limited Wavelength Conversion

Full wavelength conversion at a selected set of nodes improves the blocking performance of the network. This is referred to as the sparse full wavelength conversion. Further cost reduction can be obtained by deploying only a limited number of wavelength converter units at each selected node [JIM99, MSS02]. This is referred to as the limited wavelength conversion. The overall network performance achieved could be similar to the placement of sparse full wavelength conversion. This is due to the fact that at any given node only a portion of the wavelength conversion capability is used at any given time.

All of the proposed designs in [KLM93, KLJ93, VRK98, JIM99, MSS02, AAS02] use tunable multiplexers which do not yet exist and will not be available in the near future due to fundamental limitation of light propagation. Our optical switch designs are ideally suited for the case when fiber capacity or the size of the OXC is over-designed for future expansions so that
there are unused ports available. Consequently, the limited wavelength conversion does not incur any additional cost of switching. In addition to their scalability, our proposed designs ensure that no tunable multiplexers are needed as opposed to the previously proposed architectures in the literature.

In this section, we consider the case of limited wavelength conversion in the sense that the number of wavelength converter units $C_\lambda$ is smaller than $F.W$ (needed for full conversion), where $F$ is the number of fibers in the considered node and $W$ is the number of wavelengths per fiber. These $C_\lambda$ any-to-any wavelength converter units are shared by all possible light paths that pass through the optical switch for the case of node-sharing designs. We will introduce a flexible and a strict implementation of node-sharing OXC design.

We also explore a design where the wavelength converters are statically mapped to an output link. With this simple optical switch design, there are two choices to make. The first step is to choose the node for placing the wavelength converter and the second step is to choose the output link to which this converter will be permanently assigned (statically mapped).

We will show via simulation that limited wavelength conversion achieves most of the benefits of full wavelength conversion while increasing the fault tolerance [JIM99]. We will also compare our optical switch designs with limited wavelength conversion taking into consideration the switch design complexity (cost) and the overall network performance achieved.
3.2.1 Flexible node-sharing OXC design

Our proposed architecture for the flexible node-sharing optical switch with limited wavelength conversion is shown in Figure 8. We propose a cost effective optical switch design using non-tunable optical multiplexers. The size of switch node is NxN where \( N \geq F.W + C_\lambda \). Any light-path that needs wavelength conversion from input port i to output port j will be first routed to one of the output ports, \( F.W+k \) where \( 1 \leq k \leq C_\lambda \), for wavelength conversion. The wavelength-converted signal at input port \( F.W + k \) will then be switched to output port j.
Figure 8: Flexible Node-sharing optical switch design

The flexible node-sharing switch design allows a centralized sharing at the node level of the wavelength conversion bank. The any-to-any wavelength converters are available to all output links and used by any connection requests.
3.2.2 Strict node-sharing OXC design

The strict node-sharing optical switch with limited wavelength conversion is shown in Figure 9. A wavelength converter $C_{\lambda}$ in this design has $W$ sub-circuits for fixed wavelength conversion; each sub-circuit converts any incoming wavelength to one of the $W$ different wavelengths. The wavelength converters are shared among all the outgoing links. However, we assume that once a converter is used for a given output link, it cannot be used for another output link at the same time; but it can be used to convert different wavelengths (up to $W$) on the same output link.

This assumption is not due to the limitation of the switch fabric but is made here for easy comparison with the static mapping OXC design described subsequently. When a converter becomes idle, it can be used with a different output link. Note that each conversion sub-circuit is specialized to convert to one unique output wavelength. The strict node-sharing design uses simpler conversion units (any-to-$\lambda$) as opposed to the flexible node-sharing that uses any-to-any wavelength conversion units.

In Figure 9, converter number 1 is used for output link number F. Sub-circuit 1, in converter 1, is used for wavelength conversion for the connection from input link number 1 to output link number F. Sub-circuit $W$, in converter 1, is used for the connection from input link F to output link F at the same time. Converter number $C_{\lambda}$ is idle since all its sub-circuits are unused and will be available to an output link if needed.
Figure 9: Strict node-sharing optical switch design
Note that our placement scheme for the flexible node-sharing design is based on one wavelength converter unit to be placed at each step. With the strict node-sharing design, we will be placing one converter containing W sub-circuits for wavelength conversion in each step. Our placement algorithm in either case will have to select a node where to place one single additional wavelength converter unit for the flexible node-sharing switch design; and will select a node where to place a converter containing W sub-circuits for the strict node-sharing switch design. Consequently, the number of conversion units available in the network will be increased by 1 at every step when the flexible node-sharing design is considered and will be increased by W after each step when the strict node-sharing design is studied.

### 3.2.3 Static mapping OXC design

In our static mapping optical switch design with limited wavelength conversion, a converter is attached to a specific output link on a permanent basis. A wavelength converter $C_\lambda$ in this design has W sub-circuits to convert to W different wavelengths (similar to the strict node-sharing design). The wavelength converters are not shared among all the outgoing links. A converter is dedicated to a given output link, it cannot be used for another output link, but it can be used to convert different wavelengths (up to W) on the link it is mapped to. Figure 10 describes the static mapping optical switch design for limited wavelength conversion. Wavelength converter 1 has W sub-circuits dedicated to output link F.
The next step is to introduce our limited wavelength conversion placement algorithm; and apply it to each OXC design and compare its performance against the full search based heuristic introduced in [JIM99, MSS02].

### 3.3 k-DS Algorithm for Limited Wavelength Conversion

In this section, we propose the LIMITED algorithm for the placement of limited wavelength conversion based on our k-DS algorithm. Excluding the overhead of the simulation step as was done in [JIM99], the worst case complexity of LIMITED is $O(\mathfrak{R}N^2)$ where $\mathfrak{R} < N$ as will be
explained shortly. Instead of trying all \( N \) possible placements for an individual converter unit as was done in the F-SEARCH heuristic [JIM99], our algorithm divides the nodes into \((\Re + 1)\) disjoint sets based on k-DS and runs the network simulation for the highest blocking node in each of those disjoint sets. The final placement decision will be made based on the node, out of the \((\Re + 1)\) selected, that provides the lowest overall network blocking percentage.

Given a network with \( Z \) existing converter units already placed semi-optimally, our LIMITED algorithm finds the placement for the next \((Z+1)^{th}\) converter in the network. As stated earlier, depending on the considered switch design, the converter to be placed will be one wavelength conversion unit for the flexible Node-sharing switch design; and it can be a wavelength converter containing \( W \) sub-circuits when the strict Node-sharing is considered. For the static mapping switch design, the algorithm will select a node and then a link to have a statically mapped wavelength converter. The LIMITED algorithm is described as follows:

1. Compute all k-DS sets, starting at \( k \) equals 1, until the last \( \Re \)-DS set has one member.

2. Initialize \( \Re + 1 \) disjoint sets:
   
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{SET 1} &= \Re \text{-DS} \\
   \text{SET 2} &= (\Re - 1) \text{-DS} - \Re \text{-DS} \\
   \text{SET 3} &= (\Re - 2) \text{-DS} - (\Re - 1) \text{-DS} \\
   \text{SET } \Re &= 1 \text{-DS} - 2 \text{-DS} \quad \text{and SET } \Re + 1 \text{ has the rest of the nodes.}
   \end{align*}
   \]
3. Run the network simulation with the existing \( Z \) individual converter units in the network.

4. Find the highest blocking node in each set of the \( \mathcal{R}+1 \) computed sets.

5. For each one of the \( \mathcal{R}+1 \) nodes selected in step 4, run network simulation with the \((Z+1)^{th}\) converter unit placed in that node. For the static mapping case, place converter at the highest blocking link in the node.

6. Place the \((Z+1)^{th}\) converter unit in the node with the lowest overall network blocking computed in step 5.

Notice that the LIMITED algorithm avoids the greedy full search (examination of all possible combinations to place the \((Z+1)^{th}\) converter) as was done in the F-SEARCH heuristic [JIM99]. Instead, it uses a search based on the computed dominating sets k-DS. As we will see through simulation results, this makes the LIMITED algorithm more stable and less prone to the local minimum problem reported in [JIM99]. The reported complexity of F-SEARCH is reported to be \( O(N^3) \).

### 3.4 Simulation and Results under uniform traffic

We compare the performance of each optical switch design using the U.S Long haul topology [VRK02] including 28 nodes and 45 links. Each link is a bidirectional fiber with 8 wavelengths (\( W \) equals 8). The connection holding time is exponentially distributed and the traffic is
uniformly distributed over all node pairs. When a connection request arrives to the network between a source, s, and destination, d, a pre-computed shortest path is taken to reserve a wavelength in each link in the path. The wavelength assignment is random and the reservation is done in the forward direction.

Our network simulation is based on a discrete-event model with a time-advance mechanism to the most imminent event to be processed. Each event processing affects the state of the system and the time of occurrence of future events. Our simulation models six different events: an arrival of a connection request to the network, a departure of a reserve control request from a particular node to the next hop node, the event of blocked connection request due to lack of resources, the event of establishment of the connection request at the destination node, the event of termination of an established connection allowing the release of resources and the event of ending the simulation after C connections processed. C is $10^6$ times the considered load of traffic in the network. The load, in Erlangs, is the product of the arrival rate and the average holding time. The simulation takes into consideration the control message processing time, P, at each node. P is assumed to be 10 µs. The propagation delay is estimated based on the kilometric distance between nodes and the speed of light. The hop based shortest paths between node-pairs are computed in advance using dijkstra’s algorithm.

Our extensive simulation tests with randomly generated topologies have shown that the LIMITED algorithm provides excellent placement for nodes with limited wavelength conversion. We now apply our algorithm to a realistic topology: the U.S Long haul [VRK98] is described in Figure 5.
Our k-DS algorithm [BLJ03] produces the following results for the U.S long Haul network:

1-DS = \{1,3,4,5,8,10,12,15,17,20,22,25,27\}.

2-DS = \{4, 8, 12, 17, 25\}. Every node is at most 2-hops away from a member of 2-DS.

3-DS = \{8, 12, 17\}.

4-DS = \{12\}. Every node is at most 4 hops away from node 12.

With the U.S. Long Haul network ℜ is 4, and the computed disjoint sets are:

SET 1 = 4-DS = \{12\}

SET 2 = (3-DS) – (4-DS) = \{8, 17\}

SET 3 = (2-DS) – (3-DS) = \{4, 25\}

SET 4 = (1-DS) – (2-DS) = \{1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 22, 27\}

SET 5 = contains the rest of the nodes, i.e., 15 nodes.

Our comparison results of LIMITED and F-SEARCH under different traffic loads are presented in Figure 11 for the flexible node-sharing switch design, in Figure 12 for the strict node-sharing switch design and finally in Figure 13 for the static mapping design. Under a fixed load of 50, we started with no wavelength conversion and at each step added a unit of conversion following the LIMITED algorithm. We continued to do so until we placed 50% of the maximum number possible of wavelength converters units, 720 in this case.
For the three proposed switch designs, the results show that the full search of all possible placements by F-SEARCH can miss-examine a combination of converter placements that reduce the blocking percentage. As it can be seen from the curves of F-SEARCH (in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13), the greedy full search frequently causes the blocking percentage to increase and decrease unexpectedly due to the local minimum problem (this problem was also reported in [JIM99]). On the other hand, the LIMITED algorithm is more stable since we base our search on k-DS sets; and it is also faster and less complex.
Figure 11: Flexible node sharing simulation results for U.S. Long Haul
Figure 12: Strict node sharing simulation results for U.S. Long Haul
Figure 13: Static mapping simulation results for U.S. Long Haul
In Figure 14, we compare the proposed optical switch designs using the same method. The Flexible node-sharing outperforms the other design since it allows all output links to share the wavelength conversion bank. It fulfills the wavelength conversion needs of incoming connection...
request in a centralized fashion. The Flexible node-sharing is suited when 200 or less wavelength converters are to be placed in the network (around 25% of the maximum of 720 converter units). The Flexible switch design uses any-to-any wavelength converters which make the switch fabric more expensive.

Also from Figure 14, we can see that the static mapping switch design is simpler and can provide comparable improvements as the strict node-sharing design. Both designs use simple wavelength converter with fixed wavelength output (any-to-\(\lambda\) converter). When more than 50% of the maximum possible conversion units are to be placed, all switch designs tend to have comparable performances.

So far we assumed that the traffic is uniformly distributed between node pairs and our placement scheme k-DS assumes that all nodes generate the same traffic in the network. In the next section, we apply the weighted k-DS, referred to as k-WDS, for the NSFNET topology and show its benefits for placing limited wavelength conversion.

3.5 Simulation Results under non uniform traffic

We consider the NSFNET topology (described in Figure 33) under non-uniformly distributed traffic between node pairs. We use k-WDS [BLO03], which differs from k-DS in the computation of \(\text{Connect}_0(v)\). Under non-uniform traffic \(\text{Connect}_0(v)\) is the product of \(\text{Degree}(v)\) and the weight of the node \(v\):
Connect\(_0\) (v) = Degree (v) \cdot Weight(v)

We applied our voting algorithm to compute the k-WDS set as an approximation for the Weighted Dominating set for the NFS backbone.

The following table lists the randomly generated weights for each node in NSFNET:

Table 1: Placement of Limited Conversion: Assigned Node weights for NSFNET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The k-WDS algorithm provided the following results for the NSFNET:

1-WDS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 14\},

2-WDS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 9, 14\}, and

3-WDS (NSF) = \{14\}

With the NSFNET topology, \(R\) is 3, and the computed disjoint sets are:

SET 1 = 3-DS = \{14\}

SET 2 = (2-DS) – (3-DS) = \{1, 4, 9\}

SET 3 = (1-DS) – (2-DS) = \{5, 6, 11\}

SET 4 = the rest of the nodes, i.e., 9 nodes.

Our comparison results of LIMITED and F-SEARCH under non-uniform traffic are presented in Figure 15 for the flexible node-sharing switch design, in Figure 16 for the strict node-sharing switch design and finally in Figure 17 for the static mapping design. Under a fixed load of 70, we started with no wavelength conversion and at each step added a unit of conversion following the LIMITED algorithm. We continued to do so until we placed 50% of the maximum number possible of wavelength converters units, 400 in this case.

For the three proposed switch designs, the results show that F-SEARCH miss-examines some combination of converter placements. The curves of F-SEARCH (in Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17) show that this placement algorithm suffers from a local minimum problem. In comparison, the LIMITED algorithm is more stable since we base our search on k-WDS sets; and it is also faster and less complex.
Figure 15: Flexible node sharing simulation results for NSFNET
Figure 16: Strict node sharing simulation results for NSFNET
Figure 12: NSFNET LIMIT vs F-SEARCH (70 Erlang, W=8)

Figure 17: Static mapping simulation results for NSFNET
From Figure 18, we can see that the cost drives the decision making about which switch design to adopt. Static mapping with a cost effective switch fabric can achieve comparable improvement compared to the strict node-sharing design. This is due to the fact that the strict node-sharing allows converters, when idle, to be shared between links. This increases sharing of the wavelength conversion capability inside the node. The flexible node-sharing allows the
maximum sharing with its any-to-any wavelength converter units. When few wavelength converters are to be placed, the benefits of the flexible node-sharing switch design are very promising compared to the other two.

The flexible node-sharing design is suited for networks where the fiber capacity (dense network) or the size of the OXC is over-designed for future expansions with unused ports. The static mapping switch design is suited for sparse network with high number wavelength converters to be placed in the network.

### 3.6 Limited Range Optical Wavelength Conversion

Equipping all nodes of a large optical network with full wavelength conversion capability is prohibitively costly. To improve performance at reduced cost, sparse converter placement algorithms are used to select a subset of nodes for full conversion deployment [BLJ03, BLS03]. Further cost reduction can be obtained by deploying only limited conversion capability in the selected nodes [BLO03, BLJ04].

In this section, we explore the limited range wavelength conversion which can achieve performance very close to that of the full conversion capability; while not only decreasing the optical switch cost but also enhancing it’s blocking performance and fault tolerance.

In the previous chapters, we assumed that wavelength conversion can be performed from any input wavelength to any other wavelength without any signal degradation. But wavelength
converters are generally only capable of limited range wavelength conversion. This is due to the fact that the output power decreases strongly with the increasing difference between the output wavelength and input wavelength. The decrease in the output power is nearly symmetrical around the input wavelength.

We will show through simulation using the NSFNET and the U.S Long Haul topologies that significant improvement in the blocking performance can be obtained when limited range wavelength converters with as little as 28% of the full range wavelength conversions are introduced and almost the entire network performance improvement obtained by the full range wavelength converters at all nodes is gained from converters with only 57% of the full range wavelength conversion.

The degree of wavelength conversion, \( D \), is defined as follows: \( D = \frac{r}{W - 1} \), \( W \) is the number of wavelengths and \( r \) is the permissible range of conversion on both sides of the input wavelength.

For instance in Figure 19 (NSFNET) and Figure 20 (U.S Long Haul), if there are 8 wavelengths per fiber (\( W=8 \)) and two wavelengths on either side of the input wavelength are permissible for conversion (\( r=4 \)), the degree of conversion is 57.14% and the blocking performance is similar to the full wavelength conversion (\( D = 100\% \)).
Figure 19: Limited Range Conversion for NSFNET topology (W=8)
Figure 20: Limited Range Conversion for U.S. Long Haul topology (W=8)
3.7 Conclusions and Future work

Our assumption in this chapter is that all nodes in the network have the same optical switch design. For future work, we are investigating the combination of the three designs in the network where certain nodes can have a flexible node-sharing switch design and other might have static mapping or strict node-sharing switch designs.

By combining all designs, we can reduce the total cost, improve the fault tolerance and provide better improvement. Since all three designs seem to achieve different performances, the decision about which switch design to use in each node depends on a number of factors related to the traffic flowing through the node.

We believe that nodes handling high traffic should use the flexible node-sharing design; and nodes under low traffic loads can benefit from the static mapping design; but further investigations and more simulation are needed.

Optical Wavelength Converters are generally only capable of limited range wavelength conversion. This is due to the fact that the output power decreases strongly with the increasing difference between the output wavelength and input wavelength. The decrease in the output power is nearly symmetrical around the input wavelength.
We showed through simulation using the NSFNET and the U.S Long Haul topologies that significant improvement in the blocking performance can be obtained when limited range wavelength converters with as little as 28% of the full range wavelength conversions are introduced and almost the entire network performance improvement obtained by the full range wavelength converters at all nodes is gained from converters with only 57% of the full range wavelength conversion.
4. OPTICAL BURST SWITCHING: CONTENTION RESOLUTION WITH SPARSE FIBER DELAY LINES AND THEIR CLASS-BASED ALLOCATION

We combine fiber delay lines (FDL) and optical wavelength conversion (OWC) as the solution for the burst contention problem in Optical Burst Switching (OBS). We present a placement algorithm, k-WDS, for the sparse placement of FDLs at a set of selected nodes. The algorithm can handle both uniform and non-uniform traffic patterns. Our extensive performance tests show that k-WDS provides more efficient placement of optical fiber delay lines than the well-known approach of placing the resources at nodes with the highest experienced burst loss. Performance results are also given to compare the benefit of using FDLs versus using OWCs as well as when both resources are used. A new algorithm, A-WDS, for the placement of an arbitrary numbers of FDLs and OWCs is presented and evaluated under different non-uniform traffic loads using network simulation of the NSFNET topology and randomly generated graphs. The dissertation is concluded by presenting the basic design and the performance evaluation results of a scheme to enhance just-enough-time (JET) signaling by introducing a QoS provisioning capability in OBS through controlling the end-to-end delay per burst class based on the availability of FDLs and OWCs.

4.1 Background

One of the candidates for next generation high speed network infrastructures will be based on optical burst switching (OBS) [JRT02, CQY99, YQD00, VWS03] that is envisioned to be able to combine the best of optical circuit/flow switching (OFS) and optical packet switching (OPS).
However it’s been proven that under highly variable burst sizes, OBS suffers from excessive burst loss due to contention. This issue is due to the fact that the core nodes have very limited or no buffering capability and contending bursts for the same output link will suffer from losses. To reduce the burst loss in OBS, contention resolution is the main challenge to overcome in any OBS architecture.

Our work focuses on the sparse placement of FDLs at the core nodes of an OBS network as a solution to burst contention. Our proposed scheme places the FDL capabilities at key nodes, i.e., nodes that have good connectivity and are well placed within the network. We will show that when the nodes selected by our scheme are equipped with FDLs, they significantly reduce the burst loss rate and improve network throughput. In [BLJ03], we introduced a novel sparse placement algorithm of OWCs suitable for flow switching under uniform traffic and showed its benefits via simulation. In [BLO03], we introduced a placement algorithm for OWCs under non uniform traffic using k-Weighted Dominating set approach (k-WDS).

In this dissertation, we propose efficient and highly scalable algorithms for the sparse placement of FDLs in optical WDM networks. The algorithms use the k-weight dominating set concept [BLO03] and are particularly suitable for solving the contention resolution problem in OBS under JET control signaling. To our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to apply the weighted dominating set approach for solving a design and engineering problem in OBS networks in general and to the sparse FDLs placement in particular.
Under heavy tail traffic [VWS03] and high burst contention, we introduce a QoS capable JET using a simple scheduling scheme and allowing controlled burst loss and end-to-end delay for all classes of traffic. We also introduce a cost effective optical switch design with variable FDL capability and show its benefits via simulation under different classes of traffic.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents our k-WDS algorithm for FDLs placement in JET-based OBS networks and compares its performance with that of another algorithm based on the ranking concept used in [JIM99, MSS02]. We also introduce a new algorithm, A-WDS, for the sparse placement of an arbitrary number of FDLs and full converters. Section 4.3 introduces an Enhanced QoS-capable JET (QEJET) based on FDLs availability. Our proposed burst contention resolution scheme can support QoS and lower the burst loss rate by controlling the end-to-end delay under different classes of service. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 4.4.

4.2 k-WDS algorithm for FDLs placement in OBS under JET

In this section, we propose a contention resolution scheme based on the sparse placement of FDLs at judiciously selected core nodes of the optical network. Our extensive performance results show that good improvement in network performance can be obtained by deploying FDLs in a relatively small number of nodes. Sparse FDLs placement, therefore, has benefits similar to those of sparse converters placement [BLJ03, JIM99, MSS02, BLO03, BLJ04, BLS03], namely, reducing blocking and improving throughput while reducing the cost of the added resources.
In [BLO03], we developed an approximation algorithm for the k-WDS problem which computes the set of nodes that should be equipped with full wavelength conversion capability for optical flow switching using a 2-way reservation scheme. Below, we explore the applicability of k-WDS to the sparse placement of FDLs in OBS networks using JET signaling.

### 4.2.1 k-WDS: Background and definitions

We model the considered topology as a graph $G(V,E)$ where $V$ is the set of vertices and $E$ is the set of edges. Each node is assigned a weight modeling the amount of traffic originating from it. Based on these weights, the k-WDS algorithm computes a set $D$ with the following property: every node $v \in V$ is either in $D$ or is at most $k$ hops away from a node in $D$. In [MDB02], the traffic model was assumed to be uniformly distributed between all node pairs. Since real-life networks may exhibit non-uniform traffic patterns, our algorithm provides an effective placement of FDLs in an OBS network under non-uniform traffic. The inputs to our algorithm are the topology of the network and the weights assigned to the nodes to model the non-uniform traffic pattern.

For example, if node $v$ generates twice the amount of traffic generated by node $w$, then

$$\text{Weight}(v) = 2 \cdot \text{Weight}(w).$$

Given the traffic matrix $(T_{vw})$ describing the traffic intensity between all node pairs $(v, w)$, the weight of node $v$ used by our k-WDS scheme is computed as follows:
Weight \( (v) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} T_{vj} \left/ \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} T_{ij} \right. \) (Note That \( T_{vv}=0 \)).

Where \( N = |V| \) is the number of nodes in the graph. We first give the definitions and notations that will be used in our placement algorithm:

1. **Neighbor (v):** is the set of nodes sharing a link with a node \( v \).

2. **Connect\( _k(v) \)** represents a connectivity index based on nodes within \( k \) hops of the node \( v \).

   This index reflects the fact that a node \( m \) can contribute more than once to the \( k \)-connectivity of a node \( v \), since traffic can arrive from the same node, \( m \), through different paths. Higher values of the \( k \)-connectivity of node \( v \) correspond to higher volumes of traffic passing through node \( v \).

   To take the node’s weight into consideration, it’s defined as:

   \[
   \text{Connect}_0 (v) = \text{Cardinality} \left( \text{Neighbor} \left( v \right) \right) \cdot \text{Weight}(v)
   \]

   And recursively we define \( \text{Connect}_k (v) \) as:

   \[
   \text{Connect}_k (v) = \text{Connect}_{(k-1)} (v) + \sum_{m \in \text{Neighbor}(v)} \text{Connect}_{(k-1)} (m).
   \]
3. Master_k(v) is the node p, within k hops from the node v, that has the highest Connect_k value over all nodes m that are at most k hops away from node v. For k equals 0, Master_0(v) is the node v itself.

Our k-WDS algorithm [BLO03] implements a voting scheme based on the computed Connect_k values of each node. A node v will vote for the node denoted as Master_k(v) since it has the highest Connect_k over all nodes within k hops from v.

Our extension of k-WDS to the burst switching paradigm is that the elected nodes based on k-WDS should have FDLs available since they dominate the entire topology of the network. In [BLJ03], we showed that the time complexity of our placement algorithm is O(k.N^2). We also showed [BLJ03, BLO03] that our algorithm is highly scalable, computationally efficient, gives better performance than the placement heuristics used in [JIM99, MSS02] and overcomes the local minimum problem reported in [JIM99].

To our knowledge, there has been no previous work on evaluating sparse placement algorithms of FDLs in optical networks. For the purpose of evaluating our k-WDS scheme described above, we adapted the simulation based approach used in [JIM99, MSS02] for sparse converters placement and applied it to the sparse placement of FDLs. The resulting scheme (which we call the k-LOSS scheme) solves the placement problem by iteratively selecting the node that experiences the highest burst loss at each simulation step. Since our work is the first attempt to explore the placement of FDLs, we have compared our algorithm to the k-LOSS scheme which
can be considered the best known simulation-based scheme for the sparse placement of resources in optical networks. Because of the simulation-based nature of the k-LOSS scheme, it is capable of handling uniform as well as non-uniform traffic. However, the results given in [JIM99, MSS02] are limited to uniform traffic; to our knowledge, no results have been reported in the literature about the performance of k-LOSS under non-uniform traffic.

In what follows, we apply our placement algorithm to the case of optical burst switching and compare its performance with the simulation-based heuristic k-LOSS.

### 4.2.2 Simulation results for FDL placement under non-uniform traffic

In order to evaluate the performance of our FDL placement algorithm, we use the NSFNET backbone with 16 nodes and 25 links (Figure 33). We first apply our voting algorithm to compute the weighted dominating sets k-WDS for the NSFNET backbone. To illustrate how k-WDS sets are computed, Table 2 lists an example of randomly generated weights (these weights reflect the amount of traffic generated a given node compared to the other nodes in the network) for each node in NSFNET. The resulting set of nodes should be equipped with FDLs.
Table 2: Fiber Delay Line placement: Assigned Node weights for NSFNET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The k-WDS algorithm provides the following results (using the weights from Table 2):

1-WDS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 14\},

2-WDS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 9, 14\}, and

3-WDS (NSF) = \{14\}.

The computation of Connect_k(v) is affected by the weight of the considered node v and the weights of all the nodes within k hops from it. As reported in [BLJ04], when the weights are all equal to 1, the k-DS sets become:

1-DS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12\},

2-DS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 9, 12\},

3-DS (NSF) = \{12\}.

Note that when k=0, 0-WDS (for NSFNET) contains all the nodes in the network. Also note that for k>0, k-WDS models non-uniform traffic between node pairs using weights assigned to each node based on the traffic intensity matrix. It also captures the fact that a node m can contribute more than once to the k-connectivity of a node v, since traffic can arrive from the same node.
through different paths. Higher values of the k-connectivity of node \( v \) correspond to higher volumes of traffic passing through node \( v \) based on the traffic intensity matrix.

We now describe the performance results when the nodes selected by the k-WDS placement algorithm are equipped with FDL capability. A cost-effective design of an optical switch equipped with FDL is described in section 4.3. For all the tests reported in this dissertation, the simulation was run for a total of \( M \) bursts where \( M \) is \( 10^6 \) times the considered load of traffic in the network \( (M = 10^6 \times \lambda/\mu) \). As in [10], all simulation results are given with 95% confidence intervals using the batch means method with 50 batches. Our detailed simulation settings are provided in section 4.3.2 and to evaluate our k-WDS algorithm, we adopted a comparison method similar to that described in [JIM99].

Specifically we perform the following steps for a given network: We initially run our simulation assuming that FDLs are not available in any node (this is the case of no FDLs). Starting with \( k \) at 1, we next run simulations using the placement suggested by k-WDS and k-LOSS (the k-LOSS heuristic is made to select the same number of FDLs as k-WDS; this is the meaning of the prefix ‘k’ in the k-LOSS scheme). We then increase \( k \) and repeat the same process until k-WDS returns only one master node. For each simulation, we measure the experienced burst loss in the network. As shown in Figure 21, better results are obtained when we put FDLs in the nodes selected by the k-WDS algorithm instead of putting them in the nodes experiencing the highest burst loss on the basis of k-LOSS. For instance, under a typical normalized load of .70, without FDLs, the burst loss is 23%.
When we have FDLs at node 14, member of the singleton set 3-WDS, the burst loss becomes 16.5% (i.e. an improvement of 6.5%). However, when we put FDLs in node 8 selected by the 3-LOSS heuristic, the measured burst loss is 17.5%. The placement suggested by 3-WDS improves the performance by 28% and 3-LOSS only by 23%.
Figure 22: FDLs vs. OWC using JET and 2-WDS

Also, at load 0.7, 2-WDS with four nodes achieves 9.7% burst loss (equivalent to 57.8% improvement), whereas 2-LOSS achieves 15% burst loss (equivalent to 34.7% improvement). Thus we can achieve almost 60% improvement from the no-FDL case with only four nodes with
FDLs (selected by 2-WDS). Finally, 1-WDS with 7 nodes reduces the burst loss to 4.5% (80% improvement), whereas 1-LOSS reduces it to only 11% (52% improvement).

From the above results we can see that the k-WDS selection, based only on the network topology and node weights as input, provides better improvement than does the simulation-based k-LOSS heuristic introduced in [JIM99]. The k-WDS scheme is able to provide a better placement of FDLs, since its solution takes into account network-wide connectivity information as well as the traffic that goes through each node.

In Figure 22, we show the benefits of FDLs versus OWCs using the nodes in 2-WDS (NSF) = \{1, 4, 9, 14\}. We measured the burst loss for the following four cases:

1. When the four nodes of 2-WDS have neither FDLs nor OWCs.
2. When they have FDLs only.
3. When they have OWCs only.
4. When they have both OWC and FDL capabilities.

The switch control logic for the last case consists of using OWCs first (priority to conversion) and if not available then use FDLs. As predicted intuitively in terms of the burst loss, the performance is improved when the nodes have both resources combined. We also notice that the burst loss rate for the case of FDLs only is better than the loss rate for the case of OWCs only. However, the performance for EED (end-to-end delay) has the opposite trend, i.e., using FDLs only gives worse (higher) EED values than using OWCs only. This is due to the fact that
although more bursts will make it to the destination, the incurred delay due to sub-buffering at
the intermediate nodes will negatively affect the end-to-end delay.

The simulation results for the EED (end-to-end delay) metric are shown in Figure 23 and Figure
24. The relative EED percentage given by the vertical axis is defined as the average end-to-end
delay divided by the average burst length in microseconds. We measure the average delay from
the time the burst is transmitted until it reaches the destination. Due to the nature of OBS, we do
not have to include the setup time of cross-connects at each switch on the path of a burst and the
processing of the control packets at each intermediate node.
In Figure 23, we present the effect of FDLs on the relative end-to-end delay. When no FDLs are used, this metric is constant and depends on the propagation delay and the switching time (around 1% of the average burst length). Notice from Figure 23 that when more FDLs are placed in the network, the relative EED is increased by as high as 17% when only node 14, the only member of 3-WDS, has FDL. When FDLs are placed in nodes 1, 4, 9 and 14 (i.e., in the
members of 2-WDS) the relative EED is increased by as high as 44%. When FDLs are placed in the members of 1-WDS, the relative EED increases by 75%; and with all nodes equipped with FDLs, it increases by 147%. From these results, we were encouraged to explore QoS (Quality of Service) schemes to take advantage of both OWCs and FDLs in order to decrease the burst loss rate and also guarantee an acceptable end-to-end delay.

Figure 24: Relative EED percentage FDL vs. OWC (2-WDS)
In Figure 24, we show the benefits of FDLs versus OWCs using the nodes in 2-WDS (NSF) = {1, 4, 9, 14}. We measured the relative EED when these four nodes have neither FDLs nor OWCs; as before the relative EED percentage is constant around 1%. When they only have OWCs, the EED percentage increases linearly from 1.5% to 3%; this is due to the conversion time and also to the use of alternate routes under high loads. When the nodes have FDLs only, the relative EED increases sharply from 8% to 43.2% as the load increases from 0.1 to 1.0. Finally, when both FDLs and OWCs are available in all four nodes, the relative EED also increases sharply as the load increases. As shown in Figure 24, the case of combined capability has smaller EED values than the case of FDLs at low loads, but has higher EED values at loads higher than 0.5. This is due again to the use of conversion and the impact of re-routing via alternate routes under heavy loads.

Our FDL placement algorithm has the restriction that FDLs are only placed in the nodes of k-WDS for some index value k. In the next section, we extend this model to handle the case when the number of FDLs for deployment does not match the cardinality of any k-WDS. Furthermore, the results in Figure 24 for the case of combined FDLs and OWCs motivated us to investigate the placement of an arbitrary number of FDLs and OWCs to optimize the overall network performance.
4.2.3 Placement of arbitrary number of FDLs and OWCs under non-uniform traffic

Let $C < N$ and $F < N$ be the arbitrary number of full wavelength converters and the arbitrary number of fiber delay lines, respectively, to be placed in an optical network with $N$ nodes. Our approach to solve this problem is to partition all the nodes in the network into 4 sets:

1. The first set of nodes, SET1 of size $N_{CF}$, will be equipped with both FDLs and OWCs.

2. The second set of nodes, SET2 of size $N_{F}$, will be equipped with FDLs only.

3. The third set of nodes, SET3 of size $N_{C}$, will be equipped with OWCs only (an alternate design is to equip SET2 with OWCs and SET3 with FDLs).

4. Finally, the last set of nodes, SET4 of size $N_{O}$, is without any capability.

Note that the following equations should hold:

1. $C = N_{CF} + N_{C}$
2. $F = N_{CF} + N_{F}$
3. $N = N_{CF} + N_{C} + N_{F} + N_{O}$

Set of all nodes = $V = SET1 \cup SET2 \cup SET3 \cup SET4$
Our placement algorithm A-WDS to solve the above problem is as follows (we assume that C>0 and F>0):

1. Repeat starting at k =0
   Compute k-WDS
   Increment k by 1
   Until cardinality (k-WDS) ≤ min(C, F).
   Let $\mathcal{I}$ be the smallest k, such that the size of $\mathcal{I}$-WDS ≤ min(C, F).

2. Set NCF = cardinality ($\mathcal{I}$-WDS) and set SET1 = $\mathcal{I}$-WDS
   Set NC = C – NCF and NF = F – NCF
   Set REM = V – SET1, the remaining nodes in V and not in SET1.

3. Repeat starting at k = $\mathcal{I}$+1
   Compute k-WDS
   Increment k by 1
   Until cardinality (k-WDS) equals 1.
   Let $\wp$ be the smallest k, such that the size of $\wp$-WDS equals 1.

4. Sort all nodes, v, in REM based on Connect $\wp$ (v)
   The first NF nodes of REM constitute SET2 and the next NC nodes of REM constitute SET3.
Our algorithm starts with the largest $ℑ$-WDS set of size not exceeding $C$ and $F$. This set constitutes the set of nodes equipped with full wavelength conversion and fiber delay line. Then the algorithm finds the smallest $℘$ such that $℘$-WDS is of size 1 and computes $\text{Connect} \, ℘(v)$ for all remaining nodes $v$. We sort the remaining nodes $v$ (i.e., all nodes in the graph excluding the members of $ℑ$-WDS) based on $\text{Connect} \, ℘(v)$. The remaining FDLs should be placed in the set $\text{SET2}$ whose nodes have the highest $k$-Connectivity and the remaining OWCs should be placed in the set $\text{SET3}$ whose nodes rank right after the members of $\text{SET2}$. The algorithm takes advantage of $k$-WDS by building an initial set and uses $\text{Connect} \, ℘(v)$ to extend it without using any simulation.

To illustrate the benefits of our algorithm and for comparison purposes, we shall assume that $C=F$. We fixed the load intensity at 75% and ran our placement algorithm for $C$ and $F$ varying from 1 to the maximum number of nodes in the network (16 for the NSF backbone). Figure 25 shows the burst loss performance of our placement algorithm $A$-WDS, our simulation based algorithm $HYBRID$ from [BLJ03] and LOSS from [JIM99]. The latter algorithm ranks the nodes of the network by blocking percentages (i.e., based on the burst loss percentage measured through simulation) and places the resource at nodes with high blocking.

In [BLJ03], we showed via simulation that the $HYBRID$ algorithm performs better than the placement algorithm LOSS [JIM99] (we are omitting the prefix “$k$-“since it’s not relevant in this case) $HYBRID$ has better performance since it takes advantage of $k$-WDS (i.e., it starts with the largest $k$-WDS set and iteratively adds a node at each step). Note that with HYBRID and LOSS,
the fiber delay lines and full conversion are always combined in the selected nodes in each step. Our A-WDS placement algorithm places them independently as described earlier. Also in Figure 25, the A-WDS algorithm provides very good results compared to those obtained by the simulation-based HYBRID algorithm. The complexity of A-WDS is order $O(N^2 \cdot \log N)$ due to the sorting step.

![Figure 25: Burst Loss with A-WDS, HYBRID and LOSS](image)

Figure 25: Burst Loss with A-WDS, HYBRID and LOSS
In Figure 26, we measure the relative EED percentage and we can see that the placement by A-WDS provide better performance than the simulation based placement algorithms HYBRID [BLJ03] and LOSS [JIM99]. The relative improvement of A-WDS versus LOSS has an average of 39.1%, a maximum of 83.6% and a standard deviation of .3055. The relative improvement of HYBRID versus LOSS has an average of 24.3%, a maximum of 69.1% and a standard deviation of .243.
Our next set of results uses randomly generated graphs using Boston University’s BRITE tool [MMB00] by keeping the number of links per node ranging between 2 and 7. The number of nodes in the network, \( N \), is increased by 10 in each iteration and the results of this iteration are obtained using a maximum of 1000 randomly generated topologies with \( N \) nodes. When \( N \) is increased, we increase the total load on the network accordingly to preserve the same fixed load per node. Similarly as before, we measured the burst loss and the relative end-to-end delay. We plot in Figure 27 the average measured burst loss rate over all tested graphs for a given iteration. Within any iteration, we test four scenarios by placing OWCs and FDLs in every node of the network; then in the case of \( C + F = \frac{N}{3} \) (i.e., one third of the nodes can have the capability); then in the case of \( C + F = \frac{2N}{3} \); then without placing OWCs or FDLs in any node. The results show the accuracy of our placement algorithm A-WDS compared to the simulation-based scheme HYBRID. Our A-WDS placement scheme always provides good performance improvement for all considered cases. Note that with A-WDS, we use \( C = F = \frac{N}{3} \) and \( C = F = \frac{2N}{3} \) to place full conversion and fiber delay lines in an independent fashion as opposed to HYBRID and LOSS that always place both capabilities combined when a node is selected.
The results in Figure 27 show that increasing N doesn’t have a major impact on the burst loss if the load per node is kept fixed. Note the benefits of A-WDS compared to HYBRID for all examined scenarios (for clarity of the graphs, we omitted the performance of LOSS in Figure 27.
since HBRID consistently outperforms LOSS). The average improvement of A-WDS over HYBRID is 19.1%, the maximum improvement is 34.9% and the standard deviation is .091.

We analyzed two key metrics in OBS networks: burst loss and end-to-end delay. Our placement algorithms k-WDS and A-WDS provide respectively an optimal placement of FDLs alone as well as combination of full conversion with fiber delay lines. We concluded that the burst loss can be reduced by using delay lines but the end to end delay is increased consequently. Our next section explores a QoS scheme that allows controlling both metrics at the burst class level.

### 4.3 Enhanced JET for QoS-capable Optical Burst Switching

It has been established, as in [VWS03], that Internet traffic is self-similar, bursty and has a heavy tail statistical nature (95% volume in 1% of traffic). This traffic pattern-based observation leads to the need for a signaling protocol not only suitable for long duration flows but that can also improve the network throughput and provision enough bandwidth and speed. OBS with its signaling protocol suite (JIT, JET …) is the switching paradigm of choice combining the best of OFS and OPS for high bit-rate transfer, providing real-time support for multi-media internet traffic, and fast switch configuration for short duration sessions.

In JET, the end-to-end delay can be controlled by the offset time at the source edge node based on the processing time along the path taken by the burst. The burst is buffered at the source edge node for the duration of offset time. JET does not support any QoS scheme that takes into
consideration the properties of the WDM layer and integrates contention resolution with a
dynamic class-based allocation of resources (FDL and OWC).

In this section, we introduce a cost effective switch design and a QoS enhanced JET (QEJET)
scheme using FDLs and OWCs at certain selected core nodes (A-WDS placement from previous
section).

4.3.1 QEJET: switch design and benefits

We assume that FDLs and OWCs are available at selected core nodes of the OBS network. OWCs are used for high priority bursts where end-to-end delay needs to be kept to a minimum. FDLs are used to delay a burst at a core node to resolve contention for higher priority bursts. In Figure 28, we present our optical switch design based on cost effective and feasible any-to-\(\lambda\) optical wavelength converters, variable fiber delay lines and non-tunable optical multiplexers.
High priority bursts take advantage of wavelength conversion to incur minimal end-to-end delay and lower priority bursts will be delayed using a variable-delay FDL bank (each output fiber has a dedicated FDL). As in [HLH02], we adopt the variable-delay FDL design described in Figure 29.

Figure 28: FDL based Optical Burst switch design
Our design is cost effective compared to [HLH02]:

1. We don’t use wavelength converters in the FDL.
2. We use only one optical cross-connect and it is symmetric.

The FDL consists of a number of stages (1+max_d stages shown in Figure 29) where the k^{th} stage has 2^{k-1} fiber delay elements. Each fiber delay element (represented by a circle) can provide a delay of b time units. In each stage, the burst can either go through or bypass the delay elements of that stage. Therefore, a delay line can provide a variable delay ranging from zero to \( \text{MAXD} = (2^0 + 2^1 + \ldots + 2^{(\text{max}_d)}) \cdot b \) units of time.

Note that bursts with different wavelengths can be delayed simultaneously using the WDM concept. Thus up to W bursts can concurrently exist in the same delay element where W is the number of wavelengths used in the network. We also allow the pipelining of multiple bursts with the same wavelength if there is no conflict. When a burst is to be delayed, the duration of the delay is computed based on the available stages of the FDL to ensure that no conflict exists with the bursts already being delayed. If there is no combination of stages allowing pipelining without collision, the burst will be dropped.

Note that if a burst requires a delay of 5.b, it will use stage 0 for a delay of duration b; then bypass stage 1 and go to stage 2 for a delay of duration 4.b.
Our QoS enhanced JET scheme is based on the Horizon scheduling [JRT02]. The algorithm has an advantage in hardware implementation. Each class of traffic has a priority that drives the allocation of FDLs and OWCs. Higher priority bursts require minimal end-to-end delay and will use OWCs as much as possible (pre-emption of lower priority bursts is allowed). Low priority bursts will incur delays in FDLs. The scheduling algorithm is very simple and can be implemented in hardware. In the following section, we will show the benefits of QEJET compared to JET via simulation and investigate key design decisions to take full advantage of its features.

### 4.3.2 QEJET: simulation and results

In this section we consider the NSFNET topology. We show the benefits of QEJET supporting 4 classes of traffic. Each fiber link has W wavelengths. The burst length is exponentially distributed with an average of L µs and the normalized load intensity is ρ.
We assume that:

1. Switches are equipped with FDLs and OWCs based on A-WDS placement with $C = F = 6$.

2. $\text{max}_d$ is 8 and consequently $\text{MAXD}$, representing the maximum delay, is 255.\(\mu\text{s}\).

3. The transmission rate is 10 Gbps, the cross-connect setup time is 10.\(\mu\text{s}\).

The considered performance metric is the burst loss probability and end-to-end delay as a function of the load intensity $\rho$, the delay ratio $\text{DR}$ defined as $\text{MAXD}/L = 255.\mu\text{s}/L$ and the number of wavelengths $W$. Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the relationship between the burst loss probability and the load intensity $\rho$ ranging from 0.2 to 0.9. We fixed burst length to $L = 100\mu\text{s}$ and $b = 1\mu\text{s}$. We measured the experienced burst loss as a probability for classless JET and also when QEJET is supporting 4 classes of traffic (class 0 has the lowest priority and class 3 has the highest). The performance tests are done using $W=4$ in Figure 30 and $W=64$ in Figure 31. All classes of traffic have equal mean burst length, i.e. $L_3=L_2=L_1=L_0=L$; and generate an equal amount of traffic. Our results show that QEJET achieves a class differentiation in term of incurred burst loss: class 3 experienced a reduction of burst loss as compared to the classless JET: 50 and 600 orders of magnitude when $W=4$ and 64, respectively. For the case of 4 wavelengths per fiber, we observe that class 3 under QEJET has lower burst loss probability than the classless JET for all values of the load intensity and class 2 achieves lower burst loss than the
classless JET only when the load intensity is higher than 0.4. We also note that class 0 and 1 experience higher burst loss than the classless JET scheme for all considered loads.

![Figure 30: QEJET: burst loss versus load (W=4)](image)

When we use 64 wavelengths per fiber, we notice that the QoS performance can be significantly improved by increasing the number of wavelengths: Only class 0 incurred higher burst loss than the classless JET, Class 2 and 3 for all loads and class 1 when the load is higher than 0.6.
The overall average burst loss probability for QEJET is slightly higher than JET for low loads but for loads higher than .4 for W=4 and than .7 for W=64, JET experiences higher burst loss.

Figure 31: QEJET: burst loss versus load (W=64)
In Figure 32, we explore the effect of the delay ratio DR, defined as MAXD/L, on the burst loss probability when the load intensity is 0.8 with W=4. For each class ranging from 0 to 3, we measured the experienced burst loss when DR ranges from 0 (No FDLs) to 5 (a burst can be delayed in an FDL for a duration up to 5 times the average burst length). We also measured the burst loss under the classless JET.

![Figure 32: QoS Enhanced JET: burst loss percentage versus the Delay ratio](image)

Figure 32: QoS Enhanced JET: burst loss percentage versus the Delay ratio
Intuitively, one can argue that with higher delay durations, our QoS enhancement in JET allows better performance in terms of burst loss for high priority bursts and the end-to-end delay incurred gets higher for low priority bursts. Consequently, the low priority bursts will be dropped more frequently after being pre-empted by higher priority bursts. For instance, class 0 traffic is almost blocked 100% of the time when DR is less than 2, then the burst loss sharply decreases to 18% and then eventually becomes equal to 16% when DR is greater than 2.5. We also notice that bursts of class 0 can be delayed up to 4 times their average length. In other words, for DR higher than 2, there is less contention between classes 0 and 1. The same observation applies between class 2 and class 1 when DR is higher than 1; and between class 3 and class 2 when DR is higher than 0.5. For class 3, it seems to be unaffected by the delay ratio since it has the highest priority and its bursts will take advantage of all available OWCs.

In conclusion, our simulation results show that classes of traffic can be differentiated based on our QoS enhanced JET (QEJET) contention resolution. With low wavelength (W=4), QEJET is unfair to low priority traffic: Higher priority classes experience less burst loss compared to lower priority classes. We also showed that by using more wavelengths (W=64), classes of low priority are less affected by the unfairness of QEJET.

Another property of QEJET is that increasing the delay ratio doesn’t always improve the overall performance across all classes of traffic. This is due to the fact that a delayed burst gets the end-to-end delay increased and will get pre-empted under contention with a higher class burst.
4.4 Conclusions

The work presented in this chapter dealt with the sparse FDLs placement problem. We modeled non-uniform traffic between node pairs by assigning weights to the nodes. Our simulation results showed that our placement algorithm, k-WDS, captures the non-uniformity nature of the traffic in OBS. With the NSFNET topology, the k-WDS algorithm achieves almost 60% improvement in burst blocking over the no-FDL case with only four nodes selected for FDLs deployment. An extended version of the algorithm, called A-WDS, is presented to handle the placement of an arbitrary number of FDLs and full converters. The effectiveness of this algorithm has been demonstrated by extensive performance tests using the NSFNET network topology and randomly generated graphs. We focused on the burst loss rate and relative end-to-end delay as the key metrics for evaluating network performance, and we presented comparison results for the tradeoffs of combining fiber delay lines and wavelength converters in solving the contention problem.

This chapter was concluded by presenting cost-effective optical switch and FDL designs along with a QoS-enhanced JET (QEJET) protocol suitable for optical burst switched WDM networks. QEJET allows classes of traffic to benefit from FDLs and OWCs while minimizing the end-to-end delay for high priority bursts. Extensive simulation results were presented showing that QEJET can achieve a clear QoS-based separation between the different classes of service and at the same time provide a good overall performance.
The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways. Two of the issues that we plan to investigate in the near future are:

1. Applying QEJET to other OBS architectures with a limited number of OWCs and FDLs [BLJ04, BLS03].

2. Developing an analytical model that take into consideration the dependency and correlation of FDLs usage in order to improve the speed and blocking performance of our algorithms for FDLs placement.
5. DEPENDENCY BASED ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR BLOCKING RATES COMPUTATION

We present a new analytical model that captures link dependencies in all-optical WDM networks under uniform traffic and enables the estimation of connection blocking probabilities more accurately than previously possible. The basic formula of the dependency between two links in this model reflects their degree of adjacency, the degree of connectivity of the nodes composing them and their carried traffic. Our validation tests have shown that the analytical dependency model gives accurate results and successfully captures the main dependency characteristics observed in the simulation measurements. The usefulness of the model is illustrated by showing how to use it in enhancing a simulation-based algorithm that we recently proposed for the sparse placement of full wavelength converters in WDM networks. To analytically handle the presence of wavelength converters, a lightpath containing converters is divided into smaller sub-paths such that each sub-path is a wavelength continuous path and the nodes shared between these sub-paths are full wavelength conversion capable. The blocking probability of the entire path is obtained by computing the probabilities in the individual sub-paths. We validate the analytical-based sparse placement algorithm by comparing it with its simulation-based counterpart using a number of network topologies.

5.1 Background

In WRON (Wavelength-Routed Optical Networks), when a connection request is initiated at the source node, the RWA (Routing and Wavelength Assignment) protocol should set up a lightpath between the source and destination nodes using the same wavelength in each link traversed by
the connection. This restriction is referred to as the wavelength continuity constraint (no wavelength conversion is required at any intermediate node). However, if there is no path from the source to destination with the same wavelength available in every link of the path, the call is blocked. When the continuity constraint is removed by using wavelength converters, the network blocking performance is reduced, higher loads are supported and the network throughput is enhanced [ABR96, SAS96, SAS99, JIM99].

Performance evaluation models of WDM networks represent an important research area that has received increased attention. A new analytical model that captures link dependencies in all-optical WDM networks under uniform traffic is presented. The model enables the estimation of connection blocking probabilities more accurately than previously possible.

Existing analytical models for WRON’s performance evaluation suffer from accuracy and scalability problems (e.g., the complexity of the model in [LLS00] is intractable for general network topologies, the model in [RBM95] tends to over-predict the blocking probabilities under high loads or with a large number of wavelengths, the tractability of the model in [ABR96, MKA96] is guaranteed only for networks with a small diameter). Models that take the correlation between links into consideration are more accurate than models that assume link independence but are also more computationally intensive.

In this dissertation, we develop a link dependency model that improves our ability to capture the correlation of wavelength availability among different network links. To analytically handle the presence of wavelength converters, a light path containing converters is divided into smaller sub-
paths such that each sub-path is a wavelength continuous path and the nodes shared between these sub-paths are full wavelength conversion capable. The blocking probability of the entire path is easily obtained by computing the probabilities in the individual sub-paths.

Our analytical model captures link dependencies in all-optical WDM networks under uniform traffic and enables the estimation of connection blocking probabilities more accurately than previously possible. The basic formula of the dependency between two links in this model reflects their degree of adjacency, the degree of connectivity of the nodes composing them and their carried traffic.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe our proposed link dependency model, present its validation results and discuss its advantages and its limitation. Section 5.3 introduces the A-BLOCK analytical model and applies it to the sparse wavelength conversion problem. Section 5.4 discusses the impact of the network topology, the traffic pattern, the routing scheme and the number of wavelengths per link. We make concluding remarks in Section 5.5.

**5.2 Dependency and correlation model**

In this section, we present our link dependency model. We first present the basic definitions used in our model then proceed to present the details of the dependency formula. Given a graph $G(V,E)$, a k-dominating set (k-DS) in $G$ is a set $D \subseteq V$ such that every node in the graph is either a member in $D$ or is at distance $k$ or less from at least one member in $D$. In [BLJ03], we
presented a heuristic approximation algorithm for the k-Minimum Dominating Set problem (an NP-hard problem) and used it in solving the sparse wavelength converters placement problem. The heuristic algorithm computes k-dominating sets (k-DS) that are used to guide the selection of wavelength conversion sites (i.e., nodes that are to be equipped with full wavelength conversion capability). The index k of k-DS represents the maximum distance allowed between a node in the network and the nearest conversion site. For example, k=2 means that a wavelength converter is guaranteed to exit at a distance of no more than 2 hops from any node in the network. Figure 33 shows the NSF backbone topology along with the three k-DS sets (k=1,2,3). The nodes with double circles in Figure 33 represent the conversion sites selected by the 2-DS set. The k-DS heuristic algorithm uses a metric, called \( \text{Connect}_k(v) \), that measures the connectivity of node \( v \) based on the index \( k \). We have used the \( \text{Connect}_k(v) \) metric in the formula of the link dependency model proposed in this dissertation. The recursive definition of \( \text{Connect}_k(v) \) is given in [9] and will be explained in this dissertation using an example of the ring topology. For any node \( v \), the value of \( \text{Connect}_0(v) \) is the degree of node \( v \) (i.e., the number of neighboring nodes sharing a direct link with node \( v \)). Thus in the ring topology, \( \text{Connect}_0(v) \) is always 2. The value of \( \text{Connect}_1(v) \) is obtained by summing up \( \text{Connect}_0(v) \) and \( \text{Connect}_0(u) \) for each node \( u \) that is at a distance of 1 hop from \( v \). Thus in the ring topology, \( \text{Connect}_1(v) \) is 6 for any node \( v \). The value of \( \text{Connect}_2(v) \) is obtained by summing up \( \text{Connect}_1(v) \) and \( \text{Connect}_1(u) \) for each node \( u \) that is at a distance of 1 hop from \( v \). Thus in the ring topology, \( \text{Connect}_2(v) \) is 18 for any node \( v \). \( \text{Connect}_k(v) \) for higher values of \( k \) can be evaluated using the same recursive logic. For a ring, it is easy to establish: \( \text{Connect}_k(v) = 2 \cdot 3^k \), for all nodes \( v \).
The 1-DS and 2-DS sets shown in Figure 33 are redundant in the sense that a node or more (e.g., node 1 in 2-DS) can be removed from the set without affecting its dominance property. A polynomial time procedure can be used to remove this redundancy but we have found that sub-optimal k-DS sets are good enough for the converters placement problem. We have observed from numerous simulation tests on different topologies that when the value of $k$ increases, the size of the k-DS set computed by the heuristic algorithm decreases until k-DS becomes a singleton set. We define $\mathcal{R}$ as the smallest value of $k$ such that the size of k-DS computed by the heuristic algorithm is 1. For the NSFNET topology of Figure 33, the value of $\mathcal{R}$ is 3 (the set 3-DS is singleton and node 12 is at a distance 3 or less from any other node). We next proceed to present our analytical dependency model.
Consider a network with an arbitrary topology represented by a graph $G(V,E)$ with a set of nodes $V$, a set of links $E$ and $W$ wavelengths per link. The traffic is uniformly distributed among all node pairs. A connection request originating from source node $s$ to destination node $d$ arrives as a Poisson process with rate $\frac{\lambda}{N(N-1)}$ (thus the total arrival rate in the entire network is $\lambda$). The connection holding time is exponentially distributed with mean $\mu$. The offered load of the network is $\rho = \frac{\lambda}{\mu}$. The arrival process to link $i$ when it has $n$ available wavelengths is Poisson with arrival rate $\lambda_in$. A connection request is established using a path $P$ if there is a wavelength available on all links of the path $P$. If wavelength conversion is available along the path, the wavelength used could be different in different portions of the path. The choice of the wavelength when more than one is available is random. We implemented the well known fixed alternate routing (FAR) approach [HMH97] by pre-computing three link-disjoint shortest path routes between every pair of nodes. If a connection is blocked on the first route, the second alternate route is examined, and if still blocked, the third alternate route is examined. A new request is discarded (blocked) if it cannot be served by one of the three pre-computed alternate routes.

5.2.1 Formulation of the correlation model

Let $X_i$ be the random variable representing the number of available wavelengths on link $i$. In our model, we assume that the dependence between $X_i$ and $X_j$ is formulated as follows:

$$P[X_j = m | X_i = n] = r_{ij}(n,m) + P[X_j = m]$$

(5.1)
The term $r_{ij}(n,m)$ in the above equation is a correction term that captures link dependency. Note that making $r_{ij}(n,m) = 0$, for $\forall i, j$ and $\forall m,n$ is equivalent to assuming that the variables $X_i$ and $X_j$ are independent. If we sum up both sides of equation (5.1) over $m$ (from $m=0$ to $m=W$), then the left side sums up to 1. Also the term $P[X_j=m]$ in the right side sums up to 1. Thus for proper probability values, we must have the following condition:

$$\sum_{m=0}^{W} r_{ij}(n,m) = 0$$

(5.2)

As will be shown later, the correction term $r_{ij}(n,m)$ depends on three factors:

1. $A(i,j)$ which is the degree of adjacency of the directed links $i=(s_1,d_1)$ and $j=(s_2,d_2)$ defined as the number of hops in the shortest path between nodes $d_1$ and $s_2$.

2. The value of the connectivity metric for the two links.

3. The carried traffic. The value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ is carefully chosen to accurately reflect the dependence of wavelength availability and we always ensure that “$r_{ij}(n,m)+P[X_j=m]$” is a valid probability value between 0 and 1.
The value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ is obtained by a two-step procedure as follows:

**Step 1: Initial Assignment**

\[
r_{ij}^*(n,m) = f \cdot \alpha \cdot (W / 2 - \text{Abs}(n-m)),
\]

(5.3.a)

\[
\text{where } \alpha = \frac{1}{W} \cdot \frac{\lambda_{in}}{\lambda} \cdot \frac{c_{\text{in}}(i \cap j)}{\max(c_{\text{in}}(G))} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + A(i, j)}
\]

(5.3.b)

The term $r_{ij}^*(n,m)$ denotes the initial estimate of $r_{ij}(n,m)$. The term $\alpha$ depends on the adjacency of links $i$ and $j$, $A(i,j)$ defined earlier. If $A(i,j)=0$, then links $i$ and $j$ share a common node, denoted by $i \cap j$. If there is no common node (i.e., $A(i,j)>0$) then $c_{\text{in}}(i \cap j)$ is defined to be 1. The notation $\max(c_{\text{in}}(G))$ denotes the maximum value of $c_{\text{in}}(v)$ over all nodes, $v$, in the graph $G$. When links $i$ and $j$ are far from each other, i.e., $A(i,j)$ is large, then $P[X_j=m]$ and $P[X_i=n]$ are nearly independent and the value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ is close to zero.

If links $i$ and $j$ are adjacent, then $A(i,j)$ equals 0, and $\alpha$ has a relatively larger value that depends on the connectivity value $c_{\text{in}}(i \cap j)$. The above model makes the impact of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ stronger when $A(i,j)$ is zero.
The scale factor \( f \) is given a value between 0 and 1 depending on the topology. The purpose of this term is to improve the accuracy of the dependency model for various topologies. Note that if \( f=0 \), then all \( r_{ij}(n,m) \) values are zero, i.e., we get the no-dependency case.

When links \( i \) and \( j \) share a common node denoted by \( i \cap j \), we define \( f \) as: \( f = 1/(\text{degree}(i \cap j) - 1) \). If there is no common node (i.e, \( A(i,j)>0 \)) then \( f \) and \( C_k(i \cap j) \) are defined to be 1. Notice that for the ring topology, the degree of any node is 2 and the scale factor \( f \) will always attain its maximum value of 1, thereby contributing to larger values of link dependencies \( r_{ij}(n,m) \). The validation tests presented later in this section will provide more clarification on the impact of the various factors used in equation (5.3.b).

**Step 2: Normalization**

In the second step, the initial values \( r_{ij}^*(n,m) \) are adjusted to satisfy relation (5.2). A corrective shift \( Z \) is first computed as follows:

\[
Z = \sum_{m=0}^{W} \frac{r_{ij}^*(n,m)}{W + 1}
\]  

(5.4)

To satisfy relation (5.2), the initial estimates of \( r_{ij}(n,m) \) are adjusted by subtracting \( Z \).  

\[
r_{ij}(n,m) = r_{ij}^*(n,m) - Z
\]  

(5.5)
We further test the \( r_{ij}(n,m) \) values to make sure that the probabilities of equation (5.1) are valid probability values. Next, we describe the simulation tests used to validate the above dependency model.

### 5.2.2 Validation of the correlation model

In this section, we present the validation tests for the link dependency model using NSFNET, 8-node ring and 16-node ring topologies under uniform traffic. For all the tests reported in this dissertation, the simulation was run for a total of \( M \) connection requests (events) where \( M = 10^6 \) times the considered load of traffic in the network (\( M = 10^6 \times \lambda/\mu \)). For analysis purposes, the wavelength assigned to a path (or to a sub-path after wavelength conversion) is chosen randomly from the set of free wavelengths. As in [BLJ03], all simulation results are given with 95% confidence intervals using the batch means method with 50 batches (confidence intervals are shown as vertical bars on the plotted curves). Let us start by considering the two directed links \( i \) and \( j \) in the NSF network of Figure 33, \( i=(8,9) \) and \( j=(9,12) \). Notice that these two directed links share a common node (i.e, \( A(i,j)=0 \)). Under a load of 50 Erlangs, we keep track of the durations when link \( i \) has \( n \) wavelengths available and link \( j \) has \( m \) wavelengths available, \( 0 \leq n, m \leq W \). Based on the simulation measurements, we then compute:

\[
 r_{ij}(n,m) = P[X_j = m \mid X_i = n] - P[X_j = m]
\]
In Figure 34, we present the simulation measurements and the analytical values of $r_{ij}(2,m)$ and $r_{ij}(8,m)$ for the links $i=(8,9)$ and $j=(9,12)$. When $n$ is fixed at $n=W/4=2$, the dependency between the links has the highest value (of 0.0569) at $m=n=2$. The average error of the model is 3.86%, the maximum error is 5.24% and the standard deviation is 0.02654. When $n$ is fixed at $n=W=8$, the dependency between the links has the highest value (of 0.08536) at $m=n=8$. The average error of the model is 4.12%, the maximum error is 4.97% and the standard deviation is 0.02471.

Figure 34: $r_{ij}(W/4=2,m)$ and $r_{ij}(W=8,m)$ when $i=(8,9)$, $j=(9,12)$ and $W=8$, NSFNET
We are not presenting the validation graphs for NSFNET when \( n \) is fixed at \( n=0 \) and at \( n=W/2=4 \) (these graphs have the same shape and general trends of the graphs for the ring topology with \( n=0 \) and \( n=W/2 \) presented below in Figure 35).

Figure 35: \( r_{ij}(0, m) \) and \( r_{ij}(W/2=8, m) \) in 8-node ring and \( W=16 \)
We next consider the case of the highly sparse ring topology. Due to the symmetric nature of the ring, we consider two arbitrary adjacent links in an 8-node ring with W=16 under uniform traffic. We plot $r_{ij}(n,m)$ for $m$ ranging from 0 to 16 and present the case of $n=0$ and $n=W/2=8$ in Figure 35. For the case of $n=0$, the dependency between the two links has the highest value (of 0.125) when $m=n=0$. The average error of the model is 4.74%, the maximum error is 5.67% and the standard deviation is 0.07986. Similar accurate results was obtained for the case of $n=W/2=8$ shown in Figure 35. As was pointed earlier for the ring topology, the degree of any node is 2 and the scale factor $f$ (of equation 5.3.a) is at its maximum value of 1, thereby contributing to larger values of $r_{ij}(n,m)$.

So far, we looked at adjacent links to validate the link dependency model that captures the correlation of wavelength availability. For all cases ($n$ ranging from 0 to $W$), our measurements show that $r_{ij}(n,m)$ has a maximum at $m=n$ indicating that the dependency is strongest when the two links have nearly the same number of available wavelengths. We conducted tests for the dependency between link pairs $i$ and $j$ when these links are not adjacent ($A(i,j)>0$).

The results obtained by these tests showed similar trends as those found in Figure 34 and Figure 35 but the highest values of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ were much smaller. The further away the two links are from each other (i.e., the higher the value of $A(i,j)$) the smaller the value of maximum $r_{ij}(n,m)$. In Figure 36, we plot the peak value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ for 8-node ring at load 30 Erlangs when $n=0$ and $m=0$ corresponding to $r_{ij}(0,0) = P[X_j = 0 | X_i = 0] - P[X_j = 0]$ for different values of $A(i,j)$ ranging from 0 to 3. Note that the impact of $r_{ij}(w,m)$ is stronger when $A(i,j)$ is zero. If $A(i,j)$ is
large (the two links are far away from each other), then $P[X_i=m]$ and $P[X_i=n]$ are nearly independent and the value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ is close to zero.

Figure 36: $r_{ij}(0,0)$ when $A(i,j)$ ranges from 0 to 3 and $W=16$ (8-node ring)
Our tests showed that the dependency model matched the simulation results with good accuracy for the NSFNET topology (presented in Figure 33) and the U.S LongHaul topology [BLJ04] (presented in Figure 5) under both low and high loads.

For the ring topology, accurate match is obtained at loads of 25 Erlangs or higher for 8-node ring with $W=16$ and loads of 40 or higher for 16-node ring. With random wavelength assignment, the strongly sequential nature of the ring topology causes connections with larger number of hops to be dropped more often at moderate and high loads. In this case, most of the active connections are very short (mostly affecting no more than two adjacent links) and there is a significant drop in the value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ when $A(i,j)$ increases from 0 to 1, conforming to the exponential increase in the value of $C_{\Re}$ for ring in the denominator of equation 5.3.b.

As we can see in Figure 37, at lesser loads such as 15 Erlangs, the drop becomes smaller deviating form the formula and at loads smaller than 8 Erlangs for the 16-node ring there is no drop whatsoever in the value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ when $A(i,j)$ increases from 0 to a higher value.

In the case of 8-node ring and loads less than 3 Erlangs, there is no drop whatsoever in the value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ when $A(i,j)$ increases from 0 to a higher value.

Further research is needed to investigate replacing $C_{\Re}$ by a slow growing term for the ring topology under low loads.
Figure 37: Ring topology, Drop in the value of $r_{ij}(n,m)$ when $A(i,j)$ increases

We now investigate the impact of the connectivity of the common node that joins two adjacent links. In Figure 38 we look at the case when links i and j are adjacent ($A(i,j)=0$) and their common node has degree of 2 or 4. The value of n in this test is fixed at $n=W/2=4$. The
dependency between links $i$ and $j$ is clearly proportional to the connectivity of their common node $v$ captured by the term $C_\mathcal{R}(v)$.

![Graph](image)

Figure 38: $r_{ij}(4,m)$ when $\text{Adj}(i,j)=0$, common node has degree of 2 or 4 ($W=8$), NSFNET

In concluding this section, it is important to notice that sparse wavelength conversion is not directly incorporated in the formula for $r_{ij}(n,m)$ but it indirectly affects $r_{ij}(n,m)$ via the arrival rate.
on link i (defined as $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ in equation 5.3.b). Placing a full wavelength converter in a node forces the analytical model presented in Section 5.3 to perform path decomposition at this node for any path that goes through it. This affects the computation of $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ and indirectly affects the link dependencies $r_{ij}(n,m)$. Our tests have shown that this indirect incorporation of wavelength conversion gives reasonably accurate results. An approach for directly incorporating wavelength conversion in the link dependency model is a topic worthy of further research but is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

5.3 Analytical Model: A-BLOCK

In this section, we use the dependency model in computing the blocking probabilities for an arbitrary network topology. Let $X_i$ denote the random variable representing the number of available wavelengths on link i. The arrival process on link i, when it has n available wavelengths, is Poisson with arrival rate $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ (we will shortly show how to compute $\lambda_{\text{in}}$). The rate at which connections terminate and free up wavelengths when there are W-n active connections (i.e., n available wavelengths) on link i is $(W-n)\mu$. The number of available wavelengths on link i could be modeled as a continuous time death and birth model with the following solution.

$$p_i(n) = P[X_i = n] = \prod_{j=1}^{n} \frac{(W-j+1)\mu}{\lambda_{\text{in}}} p_j(0) = \frac{(W-n+1)\mu}{\lambda_{\text{in}}} p_j(n-1) \quad (5.6)$$
\[
p_i(0) = P[X_i = 0] = \left[1 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \prod_{j=1}^{n} \frac{(W - j + 1)\mu}{\prod_{j=1}^{n} \lambda_{ij}} \right]^{-1}
\]

Let \(X_P\) denote the random variable representing the number of available wavelengths on a path \(P\) with \(t\) links and let \(w_P = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_t)\) be a vector representing the number of available wavelengths on each of the \(t\) links composing \(P\). We will provide the detailed derivations to determine \(P[X_P = m]\) and \(P[X_P = m | X_1 = w_1, \ldots, X_t = w_t]\) for \(t\) ranging from 1 to 3.

We follow the same logic used in [RRM02] to compute \(\lambda_{in}\), the arrival rate to link \(i\) when it has \(n\) available wavelengths, i.e., we sum up the arrival rates on all paths \(P\) that use the link \(i\) in question (with a probability equals to \(P[X_P > 0 | X_i = n]\)):

\[
\lambda_{in} = \sum_{P \text{ such that } i \in P} \frac{\lambda}{N(N-1)} (1 - P[X_P = 0 | X_i = n])
\]

Notice that because of the uniform traffic assumption, the total arrival rate \(\lambda\) in the above equation is distributed equally among \(N(N-1)\) source-destination pairs.
We can compute the blocking probability $B_P$ on any given path $P$, corresponding to the probability that a connection is blocked on route $P$.

\[ B_P = P \left[ X_P = 0 \right] \quad (5.9.a) \]

Shortly, we will derive the computation of $P \left[ X_P > 0 \mid X_i = n \right]$, \( \lambda_{in} \) and $B_P$, where $P$ is a path with one link, two links and three links, respectively. When there are nodes with full wavelength conversion on a path $P$, $P$ is divided into $S$ smaller sub-paths $P = P_1P_2...P_S$. Each sub-path $P_s$, $1 \leq s \leq S$, is a wavelength continuous path (i.e., the same wavelength is used in all links in $P_s$). The nodes shared between sub-paths $P_s$ and $P_{s-1}$ (or $P_s$ and $P_{s+1}$) are full wavelength conversion capable.

The blocking probability on any given sub-path $P_s$, $B_{P_s} = P \left[ X_{P_s} = 0 \right]$, is computed the same way as in equation (5.9.a). The blocking probability of the entire path $P$ is given by the following equation:

\[ B_P = 1 - \prod_{s=1}^{S} (1 - B_{P_s}) \quad (5.9.b) \]
We utilize the framework presented in [ABR96] and modify it to include our proposed dependency model presented in Section 5.2. We look first at the case of path with 2 links and establish the following equations:

\[
P[X_P = m | X_1 = w_1, X_2 = w_2] = \begin{cases} \frac{\binom{w_1}{m} \binom{W - w_1}{w_2 - m}}{\binom{W}{w_2}}, & \text{if } \max(0, w_1 + w_2 - W) \leq m \leq \min(w_1, w_2) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Notice that \( m \) is obviously smaller than \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \). The above expression can be easily understood if we multiply both the numerator and the denominator by \( \frac{W}{w_1} \). This makes the denominator equal to the number of combinations where there are \( w_1 \) free wavelengths in link 1 and \( w_2 \) free wavelengths in link 2. The numerator in this case is equal to the number of combinations in which exactly \( m \) wavelengths are common among the free wavelengths in the two links.

And

\[
P[X_P = m] = \sum_{w_1=m}^{W} \sum_{w_2=m}^{W} P[X_P = m | X_1 = w_1, X_2 = w_2] \cdot P[X_1 = w_1, X_2 = w_2] \tag{5.10}
\]

We will use the following notation: \( q_m(w_1, w_2) = P[X_P = m | X_1 = w_1, X_2 = w_2] \) \tag{5.11}
For paths of any arbitrary number, t, of links composing the path P, the same logic will apply and
the generalized formulation of $q_m(w_1, w_2...w_{t-1}, w_t)$ is:

$$q_m(w_1, w_2,...,w_{t-1}, w_t) = \sum_{k=m}^{\min(w_1,w_2,...,w_{t-1})} q_m(k, w_t) q_k(w_1, w_2,...,w_{t-1}) \quad (5.12-a)$$

and

$$P[X_p=m] = \sum_{w=m}^{W} \sum_{w_{t-1}=w}^{W} P[X_p=m | X_{p_{t-1}} = w, X_{t} = w_t]P[X_{p_{t-1}} = w, X_{t} = w_t] \quad (5.12-b)$$

$P_{t-1}$ denotes the sub-path containing the first $t-1$ links of the path $P$.

For paths with two links, we will refer to $P[X_p=0 | X_1=w_1, X_2=w_2]$ as $q_0(w_1, w_2)$ and for paths of three links, $P[X_p=0 | X_1=w_1, X_2=w_2, X_3=w_3]$ as $q_0(w_1, w_2, w_3)$; see equation 5.10 with $m$ equals 0.
The computation of $P[X_P > 0 \mid X_i = n]$, $\lambda_{in}$ and $B_P$, where $P$ is a path with one link, two links and three links is as follows:

1. For a Path $P$ with one link $i$:

If $n > 0$ then $P[X_P = 0 \mid X_i = n] = 0$.

So, $\lambda_{in} = \sum_{P \text{ such that } i \in P} \frac{\lambda}{N(N-1)}$ for $n > 0$ \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

$B_P = P[X_P = 0] = p_i(0)$. \hspace{1cm} (5.14)

Notice that $p_i(0)$ is computed using equation 5.7 given earlier in section 5.3

2. For a Path $P$ with two links $i$ and $j$:

$P[X_P > 0 \mid X_i = n] = \sum_{m=0}^{W} P[X_P > 0 \mid X_i = n, X_j = m] \cdot P[X_j = m \mid X_i = n]$. 

$= \sum_{m=0}^{W} (1 - P[X_P = 0 \mid X_i = n, X_j = m]) \cdot (r_{ij}(n,m) + P[X_j = m])$

$= \sum_{m=1}^{W} (r_{ij}(n,m) + p_j(m)) \cdot (1 - q_0(n,m))$ \hspace{1cm} (5.15)
Note that the link dependency $r_{ij}(n,m)$ is defined earlier by equation 5.3 in section 5.2.

So,

$$\lambda_{in} = \sum_{P \text{ such that } i \in P} \frac{\lambda}{N(N-1)} \sum_{m=1}^{W} (r_{ij}(n,m) + p_j(m))(1 - q_0(n,m))$$

(5.16)

$$B_P = P[X_P=0] = \sum_{n=0}^{W} P[X_P = 0 | X_i = n] P[X_i = n]$$

$$= \sum_{n=0}^{W} \sum_{m=0}^{W} (r_{ij}(n,m) + p_j(m))p_i(n)q_0(n,m)$$

(5.17)

3. For a Path $P$ with three links: $i$, $j$ and $k$:

$$P[X_P>0 | X_i=n] = \sum_{l=1}^{W} \sum_{m=1}^{W} (r_{ij}(n,m) + p_j(m))(r_{jk}(m,l) + p_k(l))(1 - q_0(n,m,l))$$

(5.18)

So,

$$\lambda_{in} = \sum_{P \text{ such that } i \in P} \frac{\lambda}{N(N-1)} \sum_{l=1}^{W} \sum_{m=1}^{W} (r_{ij}(n,m) + p_j(m))(r_{jk}(m,l) + p_k(l))(1 - q_0(n,m,l))$$

(5.19)
BP = P [X_p=0] = \sum_{n=0}^{W} P[X_p = 0 | X_i = n] P[X_i = n]

= \sum_{n=0}^{W} \sum_{m=0}^{W} \sum_{l=0}^{W} (r_{ij}(n,m) + p_j(m))(r_{jk}(m,l) + p_k(l))p_i(n)q_0(n,m,l) \tag{5.20}

### 5.3.1 A-BLOCK algorithm for blocking probabilities computation

The blocking probabilities for the entire network can be computed using the following algorithm referred to as A-BLOCK:

**Initialization Routine: r=0**

0. Depending on the adopted routing (shortest path, FAR), compute route(s) for all node pairs.

1. For all paths P, initialize \( B_P(r) \) to 0.

2. For all links \( L_i \) and available wavelengths \( n \), initialize \( \lambda_{in} \) to \( \sum_{P \text{ such that } i \in P} \frac{\lambda}{N(N-1)} \). In the case of FAR, \( P \) is the primary path of a source-destination pair.
Iterative Loop: $r=r+1$

1. For all links $L_i$ and available wavelengths $n$, compute $p_i(n)$ using equations (5.6)-(5.7).

2. For all links $L_i$ and available wavelengths $n$, compute $\lambda_{in}$ using equations (5.8).

3. For all paths $P$, compute $B_P(r)$ using equations (5.9.a) and (5.9.b).

4. For all paths $P$, if the difference between $B_P(r-1)$ and $B_P(r)$ is small enough, stop. 

   \textit{else} repeat the Iterative Loop.

The Iterative Loop of the A-BLOCK algorithm is executed until the difference between $B_P(r)$ and $B_P(r-1)$ is smaller than $10^{-5}$. As the dependency model is applied repeatedly in the loop, the influence of link dependencies on the solution increases until A-BLOCK converges to the correct values.

Our algorithm uses path decomposition, which allows a significant reduction of the time complexity of the model and captures the correlation of wavelength availability and link loads. As stated earlier, when there are nodes with full wavelength conversion on a path, the path is reduced to sub-paths having no wavelength conversion in their intermediate nodes. We further divide these sub-paths into smaller sub-paths of length one, two or three links. For example a
sub-path of 5 links will be further divided into a sub-path of 3 links and another sub-path of 2 links (note that path decomposition is not applicable to the NSFNET topology since its diameter is only 3).

We analyze each sub-path in isolation and then the individual results are combined appropriately to obtain a solution for the overall path. Let $N=|V|$ be the number of nodes in the network, $\xi=|E|$ be the number of links (edges), $P$ be the number of paths, and $D$ be the diameter of the network.

The worst-case time complexity of A-BLOCK is analyzed below:

1. Step 1 is of order $O(P)$ for the case of shortest path routing (1 path per source-destination pair) and $O(3.P)$ for the case of FAR (3 alternate routes per source-destination pair).

2. Step 2 is of order $O(\xi. W. P)$.

3. Step 3 can be implemented in order $O(\xi . (W^2 + W)) = O(\xi . W^2)$ since $p_i(0)$ can be computed from equation (5.7) in $O(W^2)$ then $p_i(n)$ can be computed from $p_i(n-1)$ in $O(1)$ using the iterative version of equation (5.6). Note that, $\lambda_{in}$ in equation 5.6 is initialized previously in step 2 (for all $0 \leq n \leq W$).
4. Step 4 is of order $O(\xi \cdot P \cdot D/3 \cdot W^3)$ since we divide the paths into sub-paths of at most one, two or three links. Equation 5.13 is of complexity $O(P)$, equation 5.16 is of complexity $O(P \cdot W)$ and equation 5.19 is of complexity $O(P \cdot W^3)$.

These equations provide the detailed computation of $\lambda_{in}$ for paths with one, two and three links, respectively. The term $q_0(n,m)$ in equation 5.16 is of order $O(1)$ and $q_0(n,m,l)$ in equation 5.19 is of order $O(W)$. Equation 5.19 (case of three-link sub-path) has the highest complexity and the maximum number of 3-link sub-paths in a route is $D/3$ where the diameter $D$ is the maximum possible length of a route. Thus the time complexity of step 4 is $O(\xi \cdot D/3 \cdot P \cdot W^3)$.

5. Step 5 is of order $O(P \cdot D/3 \cdot W^3)$. Equation 5.14 is of complexity $O(1)$ since $p(0)$ was already computed in step 3, equation 5.17 is of complexity $O(W^2)$ and equation 5.20 of is of complexity $O(W^3)$. These equations provide the detailed computation of $BP$ for paths with one, two and three links, respectively. The worst-case time complexity of step 5 is obtained from the three equations using logic similar to the logic explained above in step 4.

6. Finally, Step 6 is of order $O(P)$.

For a worst case analysis, $\xi$ is of order $O(N^2)$, $P$ is of order $O(N^2)$ and $D$ is of order $O(N)$. Thus the iterative algorithm A-BLOCK evaluates the blocking probabilities in order $O(N^5 \cdot W^3)$ per iteration compared to the model in [RRM02] which has order $O(N^5 \cdot W^4)$.  
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We have observed in our numerous tests that the A-BLOCK iterative algorithm converges after 7 to 10 iterations. Even though the A-BLOCK algorithm has the inherent complexity of incorporating the link dependencies \( r_{ij}(n,m) \) (as opposed to algorithms that assume link independence), the algorithm has been reasonably fast for all the network topologies and tests reported in the next section.

### 5.3.2 A-BLOCK simulation results

In Figure 39, we applied our analytical model by varying the load from 0.1 to 20 (low load conditions) using the NSF backbone topology. The horizontal axis in Figure 39 represents the load and the vertical axis represents the average network-wide blocking probability (expressed as a percentage). There are four curves in Figure 39 as explained below.

We first consider the network when all nodes are capable of full wavelength conversion and use A-BLOCK to compute the network blocking probability (in this case, every link forms a separate sub-path). We also run a simulation with a full wavelength converter placed in every node and measure the average network-wide blocking percentage for every considered load.

We can see that our analytical model is a good approximation of the experienced connection blocking. The average error of the analytical model for the “All Converter” curve is 3.77% and the maximum error is 6.53%. Similar accurate results are obtained for the case when no wavelength conversion is available (i.e., none of the nodes is capable of wavelength conversion).
The analytical model estimates accurately the blocking probabilities in the “No Converters” case for all considered loads with an average error of 2.68% and a maximum error of 4.32%.

Figure 39: Simulation and model comparison using NSFNET under low load (W=8)
Using our k-DS heuristic algorithm [BLJ03], we then find a 1-Dominating set for the NSF network. In this case, 1-DS is the set of nodes \{1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12\}. The set of nodes in 1-DS are then made capable of full wavelength conversion. Note that this 1-DS set is not optimal but this is not important here; this 1-DS is simply used to guide the placement of 6 converters in order to compare the analytical model with the simulation model.

We obtain the networking-wide blocking percentage both analytically and by simulation. The analytical model approximates accurately the correct blocking probabilities; the average error for the 1-DS curve is 3.15% and the maximum error is 5.42%. The 2-DS set has nodes \{1, 4, 9, 12\} as members. Again this 2-DS set is not optimal but this is not important as was explained for 1-DS. The accuracy of the model for the 2-DS curve is high with an average error of 2.15 % and a maximum error of 3.27%. Finally, the 3-DS set has only one node in it, namely node 12. The accuracy of the model for 3-DS is also very good with an average error of 2.41% and a maximum error of 4.56%.

In Figure 40, we compare two types of analytical results, namely, the results obtained by our dependency based analytical model and those obtained by adopting the link independence assumption, i.e., by setting \(r_{ij}(n,m)=0\) for all \(i, j, n\) and \(m\).

Note that the link independence assumption has been used in previous relevant work [2, 8, 14]. The results in Figure 40 are based on the NSFNET topology when the members of 2-DS (i.e. nodes: 1, 4, 9 and 12) have the wavelength conversion capability.
The relative error in Figure 40 is a percentage error based on the absolute value of the difference between the blocking probability obtained by the analytical model and the blocking probability obtained by simulation measurements. We also investigated the accuracy of our model using NSFNET under high loads ranging from 30 to 100 Erlangs. As in the case of low load traffic, the
analytical model gives very accurate estimates of the blocking probabilities under high load traffic.

In the next section, we further extend the validation of our analytical model and explore the effect of the topology, the traffic load, the routing scheme, and the number of wavelengths $W$.

5.4 Analytical Model Applicability and validation

In the following sections, we consider the applicability of our analytical model. We investigate effect of the network topology, the traffic load, the routing scheme and the number of wavelengths per link.

5.4.1 Effect of the network topology and traffic load

The U.S Long Haul Network (USLH) [15] has 28 nodes and 45 links (Figure 5). Note that the diameter of USLH has a length of seven links and that of NSFNET (Figure 33) has only 3 links. For USLH, the percentage of paths with number of links equals to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 is 12%, 20%, 23%, 21%, 14%, 8%, and 2%, respectively; for NSFNET, the percentage of paths with number of links equals to 1, 2 and 3 is 23%, 40%, and 37%, respectively.

Figure 41 shows the corresponding results for the U.S Long Haul topology under low loads ranging from 0.1 to 12 Erlangs. As in the case of the NSF network, the proposed analytical model with link dependencies gives accurate estimates (for all k-DS sets) of the blocking
probabilities for the U.S. Long Haul network (the results for the U.S Long Haul topology under high loads are omitted).

Figure 41: Simulation and model comparison using the U.S Long Haul at low load (W=8)
5.4.2 Effect of the routing scheme

To show the applicability of our model under shortest path routing (i.e., only one route is assigned to each source-destination pair), we randomly generated different graphs using Boston University’s BRITE tool [MMB00] by keeping the number of links per node ranging between 2 and 7. This topology generator is proven to accurately reflect many aspects of the actual Internet topology (e.g. hierarchical structure, degree distribution, etc.).

The number of nodes in the network, $N$, is increased by 5 in each iteration and the results of this iteration are obtained using 1000 randomly generated topologies with $N$ nodes. We fixed the load at 50 Erlangs and measured the blocking percentages with $50 \times 10^6$ connections arriving to the network. We plot the average of the measured blocking percentage via simulation and via A-BLOCK overall graphs for a given iteration. Within any iteration, we test five scenarios by placing full wavelength converters in every node of the network, then in the members of the 1-DS, 2-DS and 3-DS sets, then without placing converter in any node.

Figure 42 shows the accuracy of our analytical model using the shortest path routing. Note that as the number of nodes in the graph increases (but the total load is fixed at 50 Erlangs), the network becomes more lightly loaded and the blocking probability decreases. The analytical model successfully captures the blocking performance for graphs with various values of $N$. 
**5.4.3 Effect of the number of wavelengths per link**

In this section, we study the ring topology (16 nodes) and analyze the effect of $W$ on our model. For $W=8$, 16 and 32, we measure the blocking probability for light load ranging from 1 to 15 Erlangs. Full wavelength conversion is placed at every other node of the ring. Note that our
analytical model incorporates $W$ in evaluating the arrival rate to any given link $i$ (defined as $\lambda_{in}$). The value of $W$ is also used in evaluating the link dependencies $r_{ij}(n,m)$ as shown earlier in equations (5.3.a, 5.3.b) and (5.4). Figure 43 shows that our correlation-based analytical model is quite accurate for ring topologies under light traffic loads.

Figure 43: Simulation and analytical model comparison 16-node ring ($W=8, 16$ and $32$)
5.5 Conclusions

We presented an analytical model to capture link dependencies and compute the blocking probabilities in all-optical WDM networks. We validated the analytical model via simulation tests using several topologies. The model is generally accurate in capturing link dependencies and estimating the blocking probabilities with and without wavelength converters available in the network. The A-Block algorithm presented in section 5.3 is reasonably fast; it divides longer paths into smaller ones and computes the results iteratively. The algorithm has provided accurate results and reduced the computational overhead of the simulation-based algorithm. Further research is needed to enhance the robustness of the link dependency formula by adapting/extendng it to handle special topologies, very low loads, non-uniform traffic [BLO03] or non-random wavelength assignment.
6. ALARM BASED ROUTING AND PATH PROTECTION IN SURVIVABLE WAVELENGTH ROUTED ALL-OPTICAL MESH NETWORKS

We present a new Fault Tolerant Path Protection scheme, FTPP, for WDM mesh networks based on the alarming state of network nodes and links. Our extensive simulation results show that FTPP outperforms known path protection schemes in terms of loss of service ratio and network throughput. The simulation tests used a wide range of values for the load intensity, the failure arrival rate and the failure holding time. The effectiveness of our method has been demonstrated by using the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies.

We next extend the FTPP scheme to the differentiated services model and evaluate its connection blocking performance. We introduce a QoS-enhanced FTPP (QEFTPP) routing and path protection scheme in WDM networks. QEFTPP uses preemption to minimize the connection blocking percentage for high priority traffic. Extensive simulation results show that QEFTPP can achieve a clear QoS differentiation among the traffic classes and at the same time provide a good overall network performance.

6.1 Background

In wavelength routed all optical networks (WRON), there is a need for fault tolerant routing mechanisms to protect network performance against link failures and optical cross-connect (OXC) failures. A wide range of protection and restoration schemes for WDM networks have been investigated in the literature. Some researchers in the area of protection have mainly considered the static model (i.e. offline routing) [ZOM03, RSM03, SSY04, GKS04]. Those
models are reasonable only when connection demands are known in advance. We consider the dynamic routing scenario with random connection arrivals to the network. As in [XCQ04, OZZ03, WLY04, QZM03, GCS03, PHM02], when a new connection request arrives to the network, our scheme establishes the active and the protection resources according to the traffic already present in the network.

In path protection schemes, the backup (protection) route is reserved during the connection setup such that the active path and the protection path are link-disjoint. The authors in [TFP03, EMN02, JFL04, SYR04] consider the single failure case. In reality, multiple failures can occur at the same time due to the nature of fiber bundling or to destructive natural events. Path protection schemes focus on the fact that the active capacity cannot be shared, but the protection capacity can be shared among multiple connections. The first category of solutions is formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) [ZOM03, RSM03, GCM03, EMN02, DSS03, JFL04, WGD02, SRM02]. The complexity of these approaches (when large networks are studied) prompted researchers to consider heuristics for implementing efficient protection schemes [SSY04, GKS04, XCQ04, AKM03, HES04, OZZ03, WMC04, TFP03, QMJ03, GCM03, DSS03, JFL04, WGD02, IAM03, SYR04, CLS02]. We classify path protection heuristics into three main categories:

1. The first category, referred to as Dedicated Path Protection (DPP), is a greedy approach that reserves a link-disjoint protection path. It is also called 1:1 protection [RSM03]. The protection path is not shared with any other working or protection paths. The shortest routes are computed for working and protection paths (cost function for each link is 1).
2. The second category of heuristics, referred to as Disjoint Shared Path Protection (DSPP), selects the active path using a shortest path route. It then selects the protection paths using a shortest path algorithm in which wavelengths already assigned for protection can be used at no cost [RSM03, PHM02]. This means that the protection links are multiplexed among multiple working paths which makes DSPP schemes more capacity efficient than DPP schemes.

3. The third category, referred to as Joint Shared Path Protection (JSPP), is a greedy approach that establishes the active and protection paths jointly. Wavelengths already used for protection paths can be used for new protection paths as long as a single link failure does not entail the activation of more than one protection path on any wavelength on any link. This technique is based on the Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) Constraint overviewed in [PHM02].

Path protection schemes previously reported in the literature have primarily addressed the computation of protection paths that are link disjoint with active paths under the assumption of a single link failure at a time. These path protection schemes use standard routing cost functions for the selection of active and protection paths. In this dissertation, we present a path protection approach that uses the alarms/alerts gathered by network surveillance modules in selecting the active and protection paths. Below, we briefly discuss the motivation of our alarm-based scheme.
Network service providers have made significant investments in building operational surveillance and trouble management tools. It is expected that next-generation network surveillance tools, alarm-analysis engines and network operations centers will have extensive capabilities not only for early problem detection and the prompt repair of failures but also for building up an overall picture of the operational condition and health of the various network components. The alarm-analysis engines of next-generation networks will have the capability to process unprecedented numbers of alarms, alerts, and warning messages from multitechnology/multivendor software and hardware components and precisely pinpoint the root-cause problems of failures (e.g., fiber cuts, laser failure, high levels of signal cross-talk).

Equally important, these alarm-analysis engines will also be able to proactively analyze impending network issues and identify network elements that can be the source of future problems. Existing network technology, for example, has already produced alarm interface controller modules (e.g., Cisco NM-AIC-64 card) that help in the remote monitoring of network elements & interfaces, thereby permitting the detection and reporting of alarms on building security (e.g., door and window open and close), fire and smoke indication, building environmental state (e.g., temperature and humidity) and utility power readings.

The alarm-based path protection approach presented in this dissertation is based on the idea of modifying the routing and path selection process by taking into consideration the alarms posted for the various links/nodes of the network in order to improve the reliability of the network and reduce service outage.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 presents our network model and the alarm-based cost function for path protection routing. In section 6.3, we introduce our alarm-based fault tolerant path protection method (FTPP). We use the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies to evaluate the performance of FTPP. Section 6.4 extends FTPP with a QoS enhanced path protection (QEFTPP) under different classes of service. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 6.5.

### 6.2 Network failure model and cost function

We model a network as a graph $G(N,E)$ of $N$ nodes (OXC’s) and $E$ links. Each link is bidirectional and carries $W$ wavelengths (channels). We assume that there is a centralized network management system for detecting node and link failures, for reporting alarms according to the standard ITU X.721 defined in [ITA92, ITB92] and a technique for node recovery from faults. Unlike previous path protection schemes, we utilize the presence of alarms posted for the various links and nodes of the network in guiding the process of selecting active and backup (protection) routes.

We define the “tolerance to failure” function $T_P(t)$ of a path $P$ as the probability that a failure does not occur along the path $P$ before time $t$ (i.e., this path has failure-free operation from time 0 to time $t$). The functions $T_V(t)$ and $T_L(t)$ are the corresponding “tolerance to failure” probabilities for a single node $V$ and a single link $L$, respectively. If a path $P$ is composed of $M$ vertices ($V_1, V_2… V_M$) and $M-1$ links ($L_1, L_2… L_{M-1}$) for a connection request between source node $V_1$ and destination node $V_M$, the tolerance to failure function will be:
\[ T_P(t) = \prod_{i=1}^{M} T_{V_i}(t) \times \prod_{i=1}^{M-1} T_{L_i}(t) \]  

(6.1)

If we assume that failure interarrival times are exponentially distributed and that the expected failure rate for node \( V \) and link \( L \) are \( \mu_V \) and \( \mu_L \), respectively, then we can easily establish that

\[ T_P(t) = e^{-\beta t} \text{ and } \beta = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \mu_{V_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{M-1} \mu_{L_i} \]  

(6.2)

For simplicity of illustration and without loss of generality, source node \( V_1 \) (that initiates the connection establishment) is assumed to be functioning properly and we shall consider the first term \( T_{V_1}(t) \) to be equal to 1. Since link \( L_i \) connects nodes \( V_i \) and \( V_{i+1} \), we will denote the product \( T_{V_{i+1}}(t) \times T_{L_i}(t) \) as the combined node-link “tolerance to failure” function \( TC_{L_i}(t) \). We will also combine the sum \( \mu_{V_{i+1}} + \mu_{L_i} \) as the combined failure rate \( \mu_{c_L} \).

Equation (6.1) becomes:

\[ T_P(t) = \prod_{i=1}^{M-1} TC_{L_i}(t) \]  

(6.3)

And equation (6.2) becomes:

\[ T_P(t) = e^{-\beta t} \text{ and } \beta = \sum_{i=1}^{M-1} \mu_{c_L_i} \]  

(6.4)
We have chosen the link-node failure rate $\mu_{cL_i}$, which combines the expected failure rates of link $L_i [V_i, V_{i+1}]$ and node $V_{i+1}$, as a major component in the cost function for a given link $L_i$. In our alarm-based scheme, the value of $\mu_{cL_i}$ for a link $L_i$ will be higher when there are alarms posted against node $V_{i+1}$ and/or link $L_i$. In other words, the value of $\mu_{cL_i}$ will increase when the severity and number of alarms posted for node $V_{i+1}$ and/or link $L_i$ increase.

When computing the shortest paths, the path protection schemes described in section 6.1 (DPP, JSPP and DSPP) use a routing cost of 1 for any given link and a cost of zero for any given node. Our FTPP scheme differs from the three path protection schemes in that it uses the alarming state of the links and nodes in computing the routing cost. A weighted routing cost function is used to estimate the cost of link $L_i$ as follows:

$$F_c(L_i) = w_1 \mu_{cL_i} + w_2 U_W + w_3 U_P \quad (6.5)$$

Equation 6.5 shows that the routing cost function is a weighted sum of the alarm-based node-link failure rate $\mu_{cL_i}$, the number of wavelengths used by active and protection paths in link $L_i$ denoted as $U_W$ and the number of wavelengths reserved for protection in link $L_i$ denoted as $U_P$.

The first term in the right side of equation (6.5) is the most important term and represents the main mechanism to incorporate network alarms into the FTPP path protection scheme. The other two terms can be modified (e.g., the third term $w_3 U_P$ can be entirely omitted) without
affecting the alarm-based nature of the scheme. Equation (6.5) is therefore intended to illustrate the basic approach of our scheme; finding an optimal formula of the cost function $F_c(L_i)$ is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In section 6.3, we describe the complete routing algorithm and the weight values $w_1$, $w_2$ and $w_3$.

### 6.3 Cost function Alarm based routing and path protection

Our approach combines the computation of active and backup paths. The protection capacity is shared but we make sure that if two working (active) paths have at least one common link, their protection paths should not use the same wavelength if these protection paths happen to share a common link.

#### 6.3.1 Routing Algorithm

The routing cost of a link is computed using equation 6.5 based on the link load and on the alarms associated with that link. For the purpose of illustration in this dissertation, we use three alarm states: No alarm, Minor alarm, and Major alarm. Each link (node) has two counts $A_{MI}$ and $A_{MA}$ that keep track of the number of minor and major alarms that have been posted but not yet cleared for that link (node). The appendix provides the complete list of simulated alarm conditions and their associated probable causes. The alarms severities are defined in ITU X.721 and ITU X.722 standards [ITA92, ITB92].
Our routing and failure handling algorithm is as follow:

**I. Initialization:**
1. No failures in the network: \( \mu_{\mathcal{L}_i} = 0 \). All alarm counts \( A_{MI}, A_{MA} \) set to 0.
2. All links have \( W \) wavelengths available: \( U_W = 0 \) and \( U_P = 0 \)

**II. On new alarm event posted for link \( L_i \):**
Based on the type of the alarm (minor or major), increment the appropriate alarm counter (\( A_{MI} \) or \( A_{MA} \)) for link \( L_i \). In the basic scheme, the new alarms are only recorded in the counters and will therefore affect the routing and path protection of future requests. The new alarms do not cause re-computation of the protection paths of currently active connection. In section 6.4, we present an enhanced version of the scheme that adaptively changes the protection paths of high-priority active connections when new alarms arrive.

**III. On new alarm event posted for node \( V_i \):**
Based on the type of the alarm, increment the appropriate alarm counter for this node.

**IV. On connection Request between source node \( s \) and destination \( d \):**
1. Given the alarm counts for all nodes and links in the network, compute:

\[
\mu_{V_i} = A_{MI}[V_i] + \alpha * A_{MA}[V_i]
\]  

\[
\mu_{L_i} = A_{MI}[L_i] + \beta * A_{MA}[L_i]
\]  

(6.6)  

(6.7)
where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are weights representing the ratio of the loss typically incurred by a major alarm to the loss incurred by a minor alarm for a node and a link, respectively. In our simulation, 5 was the typical value used for $\beta$ while the value of $\alpha$ was made proportional to the degree of node $V_i$.

2. For a link $L_i (V_i, V_{i+1})$, compute $\mu_{L_i} = \mu_{V_{i+1}} + \mu_{L_i}$ as the alarm-based expected risk. Given the wavelength usage in all links $L_i$ denoted as $U_W$ (active and protection) and $U_P$ (for protection), compute the link cost function:

$$F_c(L_i) = w_1 \mu_{L_i} + w_2 U_W + w_3 U_P$$

In most of our simulation tests, we used $w_1=w_2=1$ and $w_3=0.2$.

3. Based on the link’s cost function, determine a candidate active path (CAP) as the shortest path (i.e., a path that minimizes total cost) between source $s$ and destination $d$. If there is no feasible shortest path, deny the request and block the connection.

4. Search for a wavelength that is free on all links of the candidate active path CAP (note: we assume wavelength conversion is not available, i.e., the wavelength continuity constraint applies). If there is no free common wavelength on all links of CAP, find the link $L_H$ in CAP with the highest cost, then set $F_c(L_H) = \infty$ to eliminate this link and go to step 3.
5. At this point, we have a viable active path AP (AP=CAP) between source s and
destination d and a wavelength, say $\lambda_a$, that is free on all links of the active path AP. To
compute the protection path, we first eliminate all links of AP as follows: for all links $L_i$ in AP, set $F_c(L_i) = \infty$.

6. Find the set $\mathcal{I}$ of all active paths that share a link with the new active path AP.

7. Determine a candidate protection path (CPP) as the shortest path between source s and
destination d. If there is no feasible shortest path, block the connection request (note: in
the basic FTPP scheme, we block a connection if there is no protection path available. In
contrast, the extended version of the scheme presented in section 4 allows low priority
traffic to be served without having protection path).

8. Find a wavelength, say $\lambda_p$, to be used for CPP such that the following two conditions are
satisfied: 1) $\lambda_p$ is not used by any active path that shares a link with CPP and 2) for each
active path $P_i \in \mathcal{I}$, if the protection path for $P_i$ uses wavelength $\lambda_{ip}$ and shares a link with
CPP, then $\lambda_p \neq \lambda_{ip}$. If the two conditions are satisfied, we have found the protection path
$PP=CPP$ and the protection wavelength $\lambda_p$ for the new connection request. Otherwise,
eliminate the link in CPP with the highest cost and go to step 7.
V. On failure of link L or node V:

1. Set $\mu_L = \infty$ or $\mu_V = \infty$ and re-compute the combined failure rates affected by $\mu_L$ or $\mu_V$.

2. Find the set $\mathcal{I}$ of all active paths (connections) affected by the failed link or node.

3. For each active path $P_i \in \mathcal{I}$, activate the protection path of $P_i$ and switch the connection to it. Compute a new protection path for the switched connection.

VI. Heuristic for path elimination:

To reduce the computational overhead of the search process, our simulation used a pruning heuristic to eliminate some paths due to congestion or to the crowdedness of protection paths. This was done by overriding the link cost computed by equation (6.5) and setting it to infinity in the following two cases: 1) when the value of $U_W$ is equal to the total number of wavelengths on the link, i.e., $U_W = W$ and 2) when the link suffers from crowdedness of protection paths as detected by the condition $U_P > 0.5W$.

Unlike single failure models [TFP03, EMN02, JFL04, SYR04], our simulation model allows the occurrence of multiple failures (thus both the active and backup paths of a connection could be affected by failures, causing the connection to be disconnected). The alarm events are generated randomly. Each event, relevant to a node or a link in the network, increments the corresponding alarm counter of that link or node. This in turn increments the expected failure rates given by equation (6.6) and (6.7). An alarm of type Minor can escalate to a Major alarm as shown in Figure 44.
Note that a given link or node in the network can have multiple alarms. For example, two different Minor alarms could be posted for the same link (i.e., $A_{MI}=2$ for that link) and each alarm could escalate independently or could get cleared based on the probabilistic model of Figure 44. When all existing alarms for a link are cleared ($A_{MI}=A_{MA}=0$), the transition from state “Cleared” to “No Alarm” takes place. If a Major alarm escalates to actual failure, all connections using this link should be switched to their protection paths and new protection paths are computed for the switched connections.

The probabilistic model we used in our tests was as follows: a Minor alarm could escalate to a Major alarm with probability 0.4 or could ultimately get cleared with probability 0.6. Similarly, a Major alarm could ultimately cause failure with probability 0.4 or could get cleared with probability 0.6. At the “No Alarm” state, 50% of the failures occur (suddenly) with no prior alarms and the other 50% occur after an alarm escalation process. Also 50% of the Major alarms occur (suddenly) without prior Minor alarms and the remaining 50% are escalations from Minor alarms.
6.3.2 Simulation and Results

We investigate the effectiveness of the four path protection schemes: Dedicated Path Protection (DPP), Disjoint Shared Path Protection (DSPP), Joint Shared Path Protection (JSPP) and our FTPP (alarm-based Fault Tolerant Path Protection). In this section, we assume that all connection requests are of the same type (no classes of traffic). Our results are based on two popular topologies: NSFNET topology for the NSF backbone of 16 nodes and 25 links [BLJ04] and USLH topology for the U.S Long Haul Network of 28 nodes and 45 links [BLJ03]. All simulation results in this dissertation are given with 95% confidence intervals using the batch means method with 50 batches.
We use the following notations:

1. $N_T$: The total number of connection requests. $N_T$ is $10^6$ throughout our simulation tests.

2. $N_A$: The number of accepted requests (successfully established paths).

3. $N_F$: The number of working paths that experienced failures.

4. $N_P$: The number of working paths that switched successfully to their protection paths.

We focus on the following performance metrics:

1. Loss of Service Ratio (LSR) defined as the percentage of connections that got disconnected out of all established connections. $LSR = \frac{N_F - N_P}{N_A}$.

2. Connection Blocking-Disconnection Percentage (CBDP) defined as the percentage of all blocked connection requests or disconnected connections out of all connection requests arriving to the network. $CBDP = \frac{(N_T - N_A) + (N_F - N_P)}{N_T}$. 
3. Connection Blocking Percentage (CBP) defined as the percentage of all blocked connection requests out of all connection requests arriving to the network.

\[ CBP = 1 - \frac{N_A}{N_T} \]. This metric is considered in section 4 for our QoS enhancements.

We compare all four Path Protection schemes (DPP, DSPP, JSPP and FTPP) via extensive simulation tests using the NSFNET and US Long Haul topologies. We assume that the traffic is uniformly distributed between all node pairs. The connection requests arrive as a Poisson process with an arrival rate \( \lambda_c \). The connection duration is exponentially distributed with a mean of \( 1/\mu_c \).

We explore each performance metric based on the following parameters:

1. Load intensity defined as:

\[ \frac{\lambda_c}{\mu_c} \frac{P_a}{2LW} \], \( P_a \) is the average path length in the network, \( L \) is the total number of links and \( W \) is the number of wavelengths per link (\( W=16 \)).

This metric is a normalized value of the offered load intensity based on the network capacity \( 2LW \). Within a unit of time, there will be on the average \( \lambda_c \) connection requests, each has a duration of \( 1/\mu_c \) and uses \( P_a \) links.

2. Connection and Failure Arrival Rate Ratio (CFARR) defined as:

\[ \frac{\lambda_c}{\lambda_F} \], where \( \lambda_c \) is the connections arrival rate and \( \lambda_F \) is the link failure arrival rate.
3. Failure and Connection Holding Time Ratio (FCHTR) defined as: \( \frac{\mu_c}{\mu_F} \), where \( 1/\mu_c \) is the mean holding time of a connection request and \( 1/\mu_F \) is the mean duration of a failure (until it is repaired).

In Figure 45 and Figure 46, we present LSR as a function of the load intensity for the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies. We fixed the value of CFARR and FCHTR to 0.8. We can see that FTPP outperforms all three path protection schemes (DPP, JSPP and DSPP) especially when the load intensity is high. Under low loads (less than 0.3 for US Long Haul and 0.2 for NSFNET), DSPP experienced the highest Loss of Service ratio. Otherwise, DPP has the worst performance of all schemes.
Figure 45: LSR versus Load for USLH
It should be noted that because the US Long Haul topology has higher node degree and more links than the NSFNET topology, it has more working and protection paths available. This explains why NSFNET has higher LSR values than US Long Haul.
In Figure 47 and Figure 48, we present LSR as a function of CFARR for the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies. We fixed the load intensity to 0.4 and FCHTR to 0.8. We can see that FTPP outperforms all other path protection schemes. Under high failure arrival rates (i.e. small
CFARR values), FTPP and JSPP have comparable performance. When the failure arrival rate decreases, DSPP improves faster than DPP (but much slower than FTPP and JSPP). DPP is the least capacity efficient scheme which is more evident in the NSFNET topology. FTPP achieves the lowest loss of service under moderate and low failure arrival rates especially compared to DPP and DSPP.

Figure 48: LSR versus CFARR for NSFNET
In Figure 49 and Figure 50, we plot LSR as a function of FCHTR for the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies. We fixed the value of the load intensity to 0.4 and CFARR to 0.8. Again, FTPP outperforms all other three path protection schemes. FTPP is better able to handle multiple failures and maintains the best protection efficiency. Under high failure holding time (large FCHTR values), FTPP and JSPP achieve a low loss of service compared to DPP and DSPP. The loss of service ratio decreases for all four schemes when the value of FCHTR decreases: LSR decreases slowly under both DPP due its capacity inefficient nature and DSPP due to the full sharing of protection wavelengths that makes DSPP less tolerant to multiple failures.
Figure 49: LSR versus FCHTR for USLH
Next, we investigate the connection blocking and disconnection percentage (CBDP). In Figure 51 and Figure 52 we plot CBDP as a function of the load intensity for the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies. We fixed CFARR and FCHTR to 0.8. We see that FTPP achieves the
lowest CBDP (corresponding to highest network throughput) for both topologies and under both low and high loads.

Figure 51: CBDP versus load for USLH
In Figure 53 and Figure 54, we present CBDP as a function of CFARR for the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies. We fixed the load intensity to 0.4 and FCHTR to 0.8. We can see that under both low and high failure arrival rates, FTPP outperforms all of the considered path protection schemes.
Figure 53: CBDP versus CFARR for USLH
In Figure 55 and Figure 56, we plot CBDP as a function of FCHTR for the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies. We fixed the load intensity to 0.4 and CFARR to 0.8. Again, FTPP outperforms all of the other schemes under low and high failure holding times.
Figure 55: CBP versus FCHTR for USLH
Figure 56: CBP versus FCHTR for NSFNET
6.4 Enhanced FTTP for QoS alarm based routing and path protection

In this section, we present our QoS enhanced FTTP (QETFPP) scheme that uses a class based connection admission policy and path protection with priority. We define four classes of connections in ascending order of priority:

1. Preempted with no protection (PNP): at any time even after a successful setup, this type of connections can be pre-empted by higher priority connections for their active and backup paths. There is no path protection available for PNP connections and any failure will cause the connection to be lost.

2. Preempted with shared protection (PSP): This type of connections can be pre-empted by higher priority connections but it has a protection path fully shared with other protection paths.

3. Non-preempted with shared protection (NPSP): These connections are never pre-empted and after a successful setup they can get disconnected only in the case of failures that affect both the active and protection paths.

4. Non-preempted with guaranteed protection (NPGP). These connections have the highest priority. The protection path of NPGP connection can change as a result of newly posted link/node alarms.
For example, we may allow a given connection $C_1$ of class PNP to use some or all the backup links of an active connection $C_2$. The connection $C_1$ can be preempted and disconnected when:

(1) A failure occurs in the active path of $C_2$ that requires switching it to the backup links used by $C_1$.

or

(2) No active path can be found for a new connection $C_3$ of class NPGP or NPSP.

In the following section, we will evaluate the admission control policy of QEFTPP compared to FTPP and DSPP via simulation using the US Long Haul and NSFNET topologies.

Next, we show the benefits of QEFTPP supporting all 4 classes of traffic. The considered performance metric is the Connection Blocking Percentage (CBP) as a function of the load intensity and the number of wavelengths $W$. 
In Figure 57 and Figure 58, we show the relationship between CBP and the load intensity ranging from 0.1 to 1 for the US Long Haul topology. We measured the experienced CBP for classless FTPP and DSPP and also when QEFTPP is supporting 4 classes of traffic (class 0 has the lowest priority and class 3 has the highest).
The performance tests are done using $W=16$ in Figure 57 and $W=64$ in Figure 58. All classes of traffic have equal mean connection length and generate an equal amount of traffic. Our results show that QEFTPP achieves a class differentiation in terms of incurred CBP: class 3 experienced a reduction of CBP as compared to the classless JEFTPP and DSPP when $W=16$ and 64, respectively. For the case of 16 wavelengths per fiber, we observe that class 3 under QEFTPP has lower CBP than the classless FTPP and DSPP for all values of the load intensity and class 2 achieves CBP less than the classless FTPP and DSPP only when the load intensity is higher than 0.4. We also note that class 0 and 1 experience higher CBP than the classless FTPP and DSPP schemes for all considered loads.

When we use 64 wavelengths per fiber, we notice that the QoS performance can be significantly improved by increasing the number of wavelengths: Only classes 0 and 1 incurred higher CBP than the classless FTPP and DSPP. Class 2 and 3 incurred less connection blocking for all loads. The overall average CBP for QEFTPP is slightly higher than FTPP and DSPP for low loads but for loads higher than .4 for $W=16$ and than .7 for $W=64$, the classless FTPP and DSPP experience higher overall average CBP. Results for the case of the NSFNET topology are similar and are not given in this dissertation.
Notice that Figure 57 and Figure 58 present the evaluation of the admission control policy of the three algorithms since the metric CBP measures the blocking when the connections are submitted. This is the reason we selected DSPP for comparison against QEFTPP since DSPP
allows full sharing of the protection capacity and is more aggressive than DPP and JSPP in admitting new connections.

When we consider the throughput-oriented metric CBDP, the benefit of EQTFPP and its QoS differentiation compared to DSPP are more significant as shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60 where we present the network throughput or CBDP as a function of the load.

In conclusion, our simulation results show that classes of traffic can be differentiated based on our QoS enhanced FTPP (QEFTPP). With low wavelengths (W=16), QEFTPP is unfair to low priority traffic: Higher priority classes experience less CBP compared to lower priority classes.
Figure 59: QEFTPP: Throughput versus load (USLH W=16)
We also showed that by using more wavelengths (W=64), more classes are less affected by the unfairness of QEFTPP to low priority classes of traffic.
6.4 Conclusions

The work presented in this chapter dealt with the path protection problem in WDM mesh networks. We presented FTPP for multiple failures path protection based on the alarming state of the nodes and links in the network. We used the following metrics: the Loss of Service Ratio (LSR), Connection Blocking Percentage (CBP) and Connection Blocking and Disconnection Percentage (CBDP) as the performance metrics for evaluating the FTPP path protection scheme and comparing it with three other schemes: DPP, DSPP and JSPP.

The simulation tests used a wide range of values for the network load intensity, the failure arrival rate and the mean failure holding time. Our simulation results showed that our scheme outperforms all three path protection schemes. The effectiveness of our scheme has been demonstrated by extensive performance tests using the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies.

We presented a QoS-enhanced FTPP (QEFTPP) routing and path protection in WDM networks. QEFTPP allows pre-emption of low priority classes while minimizing the connection blocking percentage for high priority traffic. The simulation results showed that QEFTPP can achieve a clear QoS-based separation between the different classes of service and at the same time provide a good overall performance. The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways: introducing more alarm types, investigating other formulas for the cost function and fine tuning the search pruning heuristics to further improve performance.
7. CONCLUSION

Below, we present a summary of the contributions of the work presented in this dissertation and discuss future research ideas to extend this work.

7.1 Placement of wavelength converters in optical networks

We presented three algorithms (k-DS, HYBRID and LIMITED) for sparse placement of full and limited wavelength conversion in optical networks. The proposed algorithms are based on finding the k-dominating sets of the topology graph.

With randomly generated graphs, the k-DS algorithm provides an optimal placement of full wavelength conversion. k-DS provides a sub-optimal placement of full wavelength conversion under the uniform traffic assumption using the topology of the network as input and independently of the number of wavelength per link. With the U.S Long haul topology, almost 50% improvement is achieved with only 17% of the nodes having full wavelength conversion. The time complexity of k-DS is of order $O(N \Delta k)$ which is better than k-BLK whose complexity is of order $O(N C \text{ NUMCONV}) + O(N^3)$. Where C is the total number of connection request simulated. NUMCONV is the number of converters to be placed.

k-DS alone cannot handle the case of arbitrary number of nodes for full conversion placement. The HYBRID algorithm is introduced to take advantage of k-DS and k-BLK for any desired arbitrary number of full wavelength converters. HYBRID has a time complexity comparable to
k-BLK but it achieves better performance as has been shown by the simulation results for the U.S Long Haul topology.

Finally, our proposed optical switch designs take advantage of limited wavelength conversion including the reduced cost, the improved fault tolerance and the ability to provide nearly similar improvement as full wavelength conversion in selected nodes of the network. Our results also show that the limited conversion capability can achieve performance very close to that of the full conversion capability, while not only decreasing the optical switch cost but also enhancing its fault tolerance.

The decision, about the switch design to use, depends on the number of wavelength converters to be placed and the traffic load in the network. When 25% or less wavelength conversion units are available in the network, the flexible node-sharing is recommended as the optical switch design of choice. When more than half of the maximum wavelength converter is to be placed, all three designs seem to have comparable performances. On the other hand, the static mapping switch design is recommended when more than 50% of the maximum possible is placed in the network. This is due to the cost and simplicity of the static mapping switch design.

Initially, the network traffic was assumed to be uniformly distributed on the node pairs. We investigated an extension of k-DS for non uniform traffic, referred to as k-WDS, for realistic networks exploitation. Our model assigns weights to each node based on the generated traffic and we use a Weighted Dominating Set scheme (k-WDS) for the placement of wavelength conversion under non-uniform traffic.
Our assumption in this dissertation is that all nodes have the same optical switch design. In future work, we plan to investigate the combination of the three designs in the network where certain nodes can have a flexible node-sharing switch design and other might have static mapping or strict node-sharing switch designs.

Our LIMITED algorithm for limited conversion is faster and more stable than the F-SEARCH heuristic reported in [JIM99]. It avoids the local minimum problem and gives better blocking performance than F-SEARCH. We also proposed a cost-effective optical switch designs, based on non-tunable optical multiplexers, for limited wavelength conversion: Flexible node-sharing, Strict node-sharing, and static mapping optical switch designs [BLS03].

### 7.2 Contention resolution in optical burst switched networks

We extensively investigated the sparse FDLs placement problem. We modeled non-uniform traffic between node pairs by assigning weights to the nodes. Our simulation results showed that our placement algorithm, k-WDS, captures the non-uniformity nature of the traffic in OBS. With the NSFNET topology, the k-WDS algorithm achieves almost 60% improvement in burst blocking over the no-FDL case with only four nodes selected for FDLs deployment. An extended version of the algorithm, called A-WDS, is presented to handle the placement of an arbitrary number of FDLs and full converters. The effectiveness of this algorithm has been demonstrated by extensive performance tests using the NSFNET network topology and randomly generated graphs. We focused on the burst loss rate and relative end-to-end delay as the key metrics for
evaluating network performance, and we presented comparison results for the tradeoffs of combining fiber delay lines and wavelength converters in solving the contention problem.

We finally presented a cost-effective optical switch and FDL designs along with a QoS-enhanced JET (QEJET) protocol suitable for optical burst switched WDM networks. QEJET allows classes of traffic to benefit from FDLs and OWCs while minimizing the end-to-end delay for high priority bursts. Extensive simulation results were presented showing that QEJET can achieve a clear QoS-based separation between the different classes of service and at the same time provide a good overall performance.

The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways. Two of the issues that we plan to investigate in the near future are:

1. Applying QEJET to other OBS architectures with a limited number of OWCs and FDLs [BLJ04, BLS03].

2. Developing an analytical model that take into consideration the dependency and correlation of FDLs usage in order to improve the speed and blocking performance of our algorithms for FDLs placement.
7.3 Dependency based analytical model for blocking rates computation

We presented an analytical model to capture link dependencies and compute the blocking probabilities in all-optical WDM networks. We validated the analytical model via simulation tests using several topologies. The model is generally accurate in capturing link dependencies and estimating the blocking probabilities with and without wavelength converters available in the network. The A-Block algorithm presented in section 5.3 is reasonably fast; it divides longer paths into smaller ones and computes the results iteratively. The algorithm has provided accurate results and reduced the computational overhead of the simulation-based algorithm. Further research is needed to enhance the robustness of the link dependency formula by adapting/extending it to handle special topologies, very low loads, non-uniform traffic [BLO03] or non-random wavelength assignment.

One aspect of our proposed future work will be to enhance our analytical model taking into consideration the dependency and correlation of wavelength usage between adjacent links in order to avoid the simulation step and improve the speed and blocking performance of our HYBRID and LIMITED algorithms for wavelength conversion placement.

Another future enhancement to our analytical model applies to the case of non-uniform traffic. We are currently exploring a weighted approach and combining our Weighted Dominating Set algorithm (WDS) with our proposed analytical model for wavelength converters placement under different traffic patterns.
7.4 Path protection in survivable wavelength routed all-optical

We presented a Failure tolerant Path protection scheme for multiple failures path protection based on the alarming state of the nodes and links in the network. We used the following metrics: the Loss of Service Ratio (LSR), Connection Blocking Percentage (CBP) and Connection Blocking and Disconnection Percentage (CBDP) as the performance metrics for evaluating the FTPP path protection scheme and comparing it with three other schemes: DPP, DSPP and JSPP.

The simulation tests used a wide range of values for the network load intensity, the failure arrival rate and the mean failure holding time. Our simulation results showed that our scheme outperforms all three path protection schemes. The effectiveness of our scheme has been demonstrated by extensive performance tests using the US Long Haul and the NSFNET topologies.

We presented a QoS-enhanced FTPP (QEFTPP) routing and path protection in WDM networks. QEFTPP allows pre-emption of low priority classes while minimizing the connection blocking percentage for high priority traffic. The simulation results showed that QEFTPP can achieve a clear QoS-based separation between the different classes of service and at the same time provide a good overall performance. The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways: introducing more alarm types, investigating other formulas for the cost function and fine tuning the search pruning heuristics to further improve performance.
APPENDIX: ALARM PROBABLE CAUSE AND SEVERITY ASSIGNMENT
ITU X.721 ISO/IEC 10165-2 [ITA92, ITB92] defines a standard for alarm reporting including alarm severities, security alarm causes and general alarm probable causes.

1. **Perceived Severity**

   Critical, major, minor, warning and cleared.

2. **General Alarm Probable Cause and severity assignment**

   Table 3 lists the general alarm causes and shows our assigned severity to each alarm condition.

   **Table 3: Severity Assignment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Alarm Cause</th>
<th>Assigned Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>performanceDegraded</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>powerProblem</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queueSizeExceeded</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveFailure</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiverFailure</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remoteNodeTransmissionError</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resourceAtOrNearingCapacity</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responseTimeExcessive</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retransmissionRateExcessive</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softwareError</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softwareProgramAbnormalTerminated</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softwareProgramError</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equipmentMalfunction</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degradedSignal</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationOrCustomizationError</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corruption</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandwidthReduced</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>callEstablishmentError</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicationsProtocolError</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicationsSubsystemFailure</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>congestion</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corruptData</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpuCyclesLimitExceeded</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enclosureDoorOpen</td>
<td>Critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storageCapacityProblem (Minor)</td>
<td>excessiveVibration (Critical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperatureUnacceptable (Major)</td>
<td>fileError (Minor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thresholdCrossed (Minor)</td>
<td>fireDetected (Critical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timingProblem (Minor)</td>
<td>floodDetected (critical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmitFailure (Major)</td>
<td>framingError (Major)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmitterFailure (Major)</td>
<td>heatingOrCoolingProblem (Critical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underlyingResourceUnavailable (Minor)</td>
<td>humidityUnacceptable (Critical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>versionMismatch (Minor)</td>
<td>inputOutputDeviceError (Minor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lossOfFrame (Major)</td>
<td>inputDeviceError (Minor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lossOfSignal (Major)</td>
<td>IANError (Minor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiplexerProblem (Major)</td>
<td>leakDetected (Critical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outOfMemory (Major)</td>
<td>localNodeTransmissionError (Major)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. Security Alarm Cause

All Security Alarms were assigned a severity type of critical.

#### Table 4: Security Alarms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>informationMissing</td>
<td>outOfHoursActivity</td>
<td>authenticationFailure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informationModificationDetected</td>
<td>outOfService</td>
<td>breachOfConfidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informationOutOfSequence</td>
<td>proceduralError</td>
<td>cableTamper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intrusionDetection</td>
<td>unauthorizedAccessAttempt</td>
<td>delayedInformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keyExpired</td>
<td>unexpectedInformation</td>
<td>denialOfService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonRepudiationFailure</td>
<td>unspecifiedReason</td>
<td>duplicateInformation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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